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Sinzburg tells of terror in Soviet prison camps
Speaking fearfully of the Soviet
igression in Afghanistan and supporjng an Olympic boycott, exiled
sident Alexander Ginzburg shared

hat can you say about
edom of speech in the
viet Union. How can you
eak of such a right if people
ire packed in concentration
[amps for exercising this
ight?..."

his perspective on human rights with
a large student audience last Monday
in the Conservatory Auditorium.
I believe my country deserves a
better destiny," asserted the exiled
Soviet journalist who took up
residence in the United States after
being traded for two convicted spies
on April 27, 1979.
"I am speaking of a country in
which a human being has no rights!
What can you say about freedom of
speech in the Soviet Union? How can
you speak of such a right if people are
packed in concentration camps for
exercising this right?" The small,
almost frail gentleman spoke calmly
yet effectively on the subject of rights
in his homeland.
"What can you say about freedom
of the press if today in Russia any and
all printing machinery belong to the
State?
What can you say about
freedom of movement when you are
dependent
on
the
internal
registration?...You actually have no
right to live wherever you want, but
the body of militia have the right to
decide where you may live
Ginzburg then related briefly the
tragedy of the Crimean Tar*--?, who
had inhabited a peninsula) -°ne Black
Sea.
In 1944 Stalin purged the
Crimea of almost all the Tarters (in
order to 'purify' it. Three hundred
thousand elderly per
persons, women and
children were abruptly transported
out of the area (the men were at the
front defending Russia against the

Germans). Freedoms of Religion and
association were also rebutted in a
similar fashion, as well as the right to
demonstrate.
''That demonstration lasted for
four minutes." Ginzburg explained
with regards to a small, peaceful
gathering in Red Square in 1968 after
Russia had invaded Czechoslovakia.
The events and conditions that he ex
pressed as the norms of the Soviet
Union were both shocking and in
triguing.
The political stranglehold on the
people became more and more vivid'
as Ginzburg told of other barriers the
average Soviet citizen encounters,
such as permission from the local
party 'boss' to continue to a college
level[i education.
e
In all this, though, a "breath of
hope was found" - the struggle for
civil rights.
"Under the mass terror of the
prison camps only faith helped them
survive" Ginzburg said in reference
to some jailed leaders of the Seventh
Day Adventists religious followeres.

being taken with the purpose of being
used as a base close to the Persian
Gulf and that Iran would not be a
target simply because its benefits do
not outweigh the sacrifces that would
have to be made to control it.
Ginzberg pointed out however
that he is a journalist and also that his
major concerns were currently with
e problems of refugees.
On our President, Ginzberg started
out by saying "It is done for the
U.S.," but praised Carter for his con
cern for the peoples of other coun
tries, saying that the dissidents feel
real support from the President •
"1 fignt the Olympics in the Soviet
Union because the Soviets wish to exploit politically the games and to
show the superiority of its social formations. The message Ginzberg
communicated was more that clear.
Ginzberg was released from Soviet
prison camp lasy April, having spent
nine years in prison following his
writing on such topics as the trial of
writers Andrei Sinyavasky and Yuli
Daniel and his work to further
human rights, on which he commen
Following a 90 minute lecture on
ted. "That process is a slow one and
the Soviet Union and the strugle he
many sacrifices must be made along
became a part of, Ginzberg opened
the road...I have a big hope that even
tually countries will realise the need
the floor up for questions, which im
to aid people in totalitarian countries
mediately turned to a current U.S.
concern - Iran. On the subject of the
In a subsequent interview, Gin
aborted raid last week Ginzberg said zberg commented to the Pacifican on
the public's view of the press in the
simply, " I always liked the Israeli
USSR. "The people think the infor
operation in Entebbe.
mation is quite reliable - when is
He also feels that Afghanistan is

Ginzburg commented on The
Afghanistan during his lecture
comes to football resultes - iust the
figures though, and not so much the
account."
According to Ginzberg it was
precisely his journalistic profession
which aroused his reaction against
the regime.
Why then are other journalists not
likewise rebellious? "Nobody loves
our regime in the USSR," he said,
"but it must be noted that serving for
the regime as journalist gives one a
prestigious social positions.
Few
professionals earn more than jour-

Olympics

and

nalists, and the mone loyslty, the
higher the pay."
Of the press in the U.S. Ginzberg
said, "The abundance of infor
mation, but it <s scattered; attentions
are diverted."
Ginzberg observed the difficulty in
assimilation of the material and
determining the importance of issues.
"Todaus sucess or failure of the
human rights issue is the USSR, forinstance, depends greatly on whether or
not the Western media will help us."

V*\SUOP budget approved, but lowenrollment may cause cuts
The ASUOP Board of Superisors, aner
after neany
nearly six hours of,
ours,
pr,drf liberation Tuesday night hnahzed
,rpv* udget allocations for all ASUOP
fograms for the '80-'81 school year.
the ^
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jjl Of the $255,800 ASUOP hfd
J
..,,(151 Signate between approximate Y
,1 pproved programs, major tunc i g
i <ent to the following programs:
i \fll

SM J

SUOP Office
!in'?nn
ASUOP Social
$30 100
ASUOP C i n e m a . . . . . . . . . . . M W O O
ASUOP Publicity Office.. - $11,580
Staff Salaries
$14 000
Pacifican
$14,UUU
The programs allocated funds
,se which met guidelines apwere those

.-.i-rwwt
Droerams. Before
proved for
for ASUOP programs.
the allocations were approved,
requests for funding from the various
programs were made to ASUOP. The
Finance Committee then set up
specific recommendations for the
available funds to be appropriated
with the final approval of the ASUOP
Board of Supervisors.
ASUOP Cinema, one of the most

Feather River negotiations progress
A year and a half-long upheaval
concerning the operation of the
University's
Feather
River
Preparatory School is expected to be
resolved soon, as negotiations con
tinue between attorneys for Feather
River and the University.
The January 1979 announcement ot
the closing of Feather River School
brought a strong reaction from the
students and staff at Feather River
who mounted a determined battle to
save their rustic valley campus in
Blairsden.
. ,
Their efforts have thus far resulted
in substantial enrollment increases
and renovation of many facilities,
with still more planned for the camOperation of the school, once con.
i a financial
r•
• l drain on
r»n the
sidered
University, is now running in me
black, while attorneys finahe details
of an out-of-court agreement whicn
resulted from a lawsuit against the
University by the parents, students,
and faculty of FRPS.

P

Administrative
assistant
of
Coll®e"
Feather
River
Prep.
McKeown reports that they are
hoping for a settlement by the end ot
May as attorneys are negotiating
directly, giving consideration to tne
various proposals.
The students and facultv are
"lis week
meanwhile active with this
weekend's
May Fair celebration.
at

The main lodge

Feather River Prep

^,-^iv
nepd programs
nroerams by
bv the
the stud
studwidely used
ent association, received more money
than it ever has. With this $22,400,
the ASUOP Cinema Program, as in
the past, will provide weekend films
free of char tie to ASUOP cardholders.
Next year's films will hopefully
include "Kramer vs. Kramer,
t he
Rose," "American Gigolo," "Deer
Hunter," "10," "Norma Rae," and
"Starting Over.''
Appropriations of funds to Paci
fic Model United Nations Association
was clearly the most controversial
issue. The Finance Committee had
originally
recommended
that
PMUNA receive nothing.
PMUNA, which has been an on
going campus program for the past
21 years, ended up receiving an un
expected $1800 Tuesday night af
ter arguments were made in favor of
the validity of the program. PMUNA
had originally only requested $800
and had anticipated the loss of their

For Doug

fourth delegation.
RiO Kochenderfer, member ot the
Finance . Committee, made a mo
tion for an amendment that the group
be given $ 1000 more than the origin
al request in order to insure the sucess
of this vital ASUOP program. The
ASUOP Board of Supervisors appro
ved this motion, and the group will
have funds to continue the program
for the '80-'81 year with a full four
delegations.
The Lacrosse Club, a fairly new
ASUOP peogram, received $475 for
the '80-'81 year. For the past two
years, Lacrosse Club members have
had to take responsivbility of funding
upon themselves. In order to partici
pate with other schools this season,
each individual member had to pay
more than $150. The '80-'81 allo
cated funds will go to the expense
of participating in league action and
to the buying of team equipment.
The Student Survey Program,

initiated
Ron
initiated by
by ASUOP
ASUOP President,
Pi
Pool, was only given one-half of the
original
Finance
Committee
recomendation. The expense of this
program was a primary concern for
the Board of Supervisors. It was
finally decided that the StudentSurvey Program be allotted $800
with the stipulation that next year's
Board of Supervisors have the right
to increase the expenditures if they
find it necessary.
The issue of building raquetball
courts was not brought up again in
the allovcation meeting and is con
sidered a closed subject for the '80'81 year.
Though the ASUOP Board of
Supervisors finalized and approved
the budget allocations for the '80-'81
year, ASUOP President Ron Pool
pointed out that low enrollment for
the fall semester may lead ASUOP
funds to be less than those presently
allotted.

T h e Pacifican staff d e d i c a t e s t h i s , o u r final edition of
t„h. 3
e 1 9 7 9 - 8 0 s c h o o l y e a r , t o t h e m e m o r y of o u r
c l a s s m a t e , D o u g M e y e r , w h o d i e d o n April 2 9 .
His d e a t h followed a m o n t h - l o n g s t r u g g l e a g a i n s t a l u n g
infection w h i c h d e v e l o p e d a f t e r s u r g e r y o n t h e b r o k e n
n e c k D o u g s u f f e r e d in a ski a c c i d e n t d u r i n g S p r i n g Break.
Oh very young, what will you leave us this time,
You're only dancing on this earth for a short while.
And if you want the world to see a better day.
Will you carry the words of love with you
Will you ride the great white bird into heaven.
And though you want to last forever, you know you never will,
You know you never will.
And the good bye makes the journey harder still.
Oh very young, what will you leave us this timeP
-Cat Stevens, 1973

Certainly D o u g left m u c h of himself w i t h his f r i e n d s , a n d
t h e b e s t of h i m lives o n in e a c h of t h e m .

J
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KUOP:theproblemscontinue; nostation manager
Once again the Pacifican editorial board
finds it necessary to call the university com
munity's attention to the problems that con
tinue to plague KUOP.
It has been well over six months since
Michael Turner was "relieved of his duties at
KUOP", and still no permanent replacement
has been found.
Dr. Les Bradley, an associate professor of
Communication has been serving as interim
station manager, attempting to divide his time
between the station and his obligations as a
professor...an almost impossible task.
This arrangement is not fair to Dr. Bradley
nor is it fair to his students or the students and
professional staff of KUOP. Both positions are
demanding, fulltime jobs and one man cannot,
and should not, be expected to do both.
Especially not at a university where tuition
exceeds some $5000 a year...
Why then has it taken the KUOP selection
committee such an incredibly long while to find
a suitable station manager?
Surely the selection committee which con
sists of Bradley, Dr. Jan Timmons, Chairman of
the Department of Communication, Richard

Alternatives to
socialized medicine
Dear Editor
After.reading last week's
"Point/Counterpoint" feature on the
question of socialized medicine in the
( US, I couldn't help but feel a need to
comment. (In reality, I am once
again simply using the "Letters to the
Editor" space for the purpose of fur
ther padding my already overinflated ego, not to mention
manipulating the minds of all the
"sheep?" on campus whom I eluded
to in an earlier letter. Hope you don't
mind. Don't tell anyone, now...).
Ahem.
Back to the question at hand.
You remember. Don Stebbins argued
in support of, and Dr. Howell Runion
against, socialized medicine. (Come
to think of it, Don's got a point-just
to utter the word "socialized" leaves
a rather bad taste in my mouth, too.
How about "government run health
" care"? But the word "government"
seems nearly as bad...)
The pros presented on the issue
were basically ideological; the cons
consisting essentially of feasibility
arguments.
I would agree em
phatically with Don that it's just as
important (if not more important) to
keep a person healthy as it is to
educate him.
Going on this promise, and
taking into account that we generally
consider education to be society's
responsibility to us (up to a certain
point, anyway), the argument for a
system of public health care logically
follows.
Right?
Wrong!
The
argument that does logically follow is
that is is society's responsibility to in
sure everyone of good health care.
This may or may not be best achieved
through public health care programs.
Just
because-forgive
me"socialized" education is the best
way to insure all members of our
society a good education (and some
might even argue that point), the
same does not necessarily hold true
for health care.
Dr. Runion, arguing on the con
side of the issue and using Great
Britain's system as an example,
claims that "national health is inef
ficient, wasteful, and promotes
squandering of national resources, it
is literally breaking the British have
had myriad economic and other
troubles which may either stem from
or be a cause of their problems with
the public health care system (or
both).
Other systems such as
Sweden's have been more successful.
It's a tough question. If in the
United States, a system of public
health care is not the best alternative
to solving our problems of the expen
se and availability to everyone of
good health care (and I do believe
these problems to be real and serious),
well, then, what is the answer?
Perhaps having more doctors-increasing competition drives prices
down (Wow! I knew taking MacroEcon would pay off someday!) and
increasing
supply
increases
availability-is the answer. But to at
tempt this course of action would
require a fight with the American
Medical Association, one of the most:
powerful special interest groups in
the nation. (Of course, any attempt
to establish a public health care'
system would be met with at least
equal fervor from this same
organization.) Perhaps a program of
comprehensive national health in
surance would be better.
Look over this issue. Ponder on
the alternatives.
Paul Kryder i
Sophomore, COP

Terry, KUOP News Director, Robin Rowlands,
KUOP Music Director, John Jones, Director of
the Community Involvement Program and
Debbie Paley, student, has had ample time to
find a replacement.
We understand the committees reluctance
to choose a new station manager in haste,
giving light to the controversy that surrounded
Michael Turner during his year long stint here.
However, summer vacation will soon be
upon us and it is of some concern that a station
manager may be chosen while the students are
away.
Supposedly, KUOP was created as a
student workshop, where student input is
stressed. But yet, it is possible, even probable,
that a new station manager will be chosen in
their absence.
The students will not be given the chance to
meet and talk with any of the candidates...
The students will not be given the chance to
voice their opinion...
Once again, the students will lose out...
...and we don't want to see this happen.
It is time for KUOP to pick up the pieces
and become once again, a national public

(bwf wta?
broadcasting station this University can be
proud of.
The Pacifican editorial board urges the
KUOP selection committee to choose a suitable

Letters to the Editor
John Anderson
for president
Dear Editor:
Regarding last weeks article in
"Spanning the Globe", I must admit I
agree
with
Gaven
Harvey's
estimation of the two potential major
party candidates.
However, Carter and Reagan
aren't the only candidates in the race.
John Anderson, a congressmen from
Illinios, is running as an independent.
Anderson, unlike both Carter
and Reagan, has been active in the
national scene for the past 20 years.
During these years he served on the
Ad Hoc Energy committee and
became the senior member of the
House Rules Committee.
He also won the respect and ad
miration from both his colleagues
and the press. Recsently the Atlantic
Monthly wrote that Anderson, "has all
the qualities that those who lie awake
nights worrying over the fate of the
republic want in a president."
While in Congress, Anderson
supported every major piece of Civil
Rights legislation that came his way.
He also cast the deciding vote in the
Open Housing Law.
Andesrson was thes chief sponsor
of the Regulatory Reform act of 1979
- an act designed to help both business
and consumer.
John Anderson has courageously
stated his policies (even ones that
could be politically harmful) before
the election. He realilzes-unlike some
of the other candidates - that there
are no easy solutions.
He is a man who is concerned
about our future. If you are tired of
the inept bungling of limmv Carter
or are fearful of the simplistic ap
proach of Ronald Reagan; 1 urge you
to considei
Anderson for
President.
Sincerely
Neis Sandbcrg

Problems with
socialized medicine
Dear Editor:
This Jetter is in response to the
point/counterpoint article regarding
Socialized Medicine in the previous
edition of the P'can.
In theory, Socialized Medicine
(i.e. National Health Care, Public
Health
Care) seems
a
good
humanistic approach to provide
problem free medical care for the
masses.
Yet, in actual practice,
Social Medicine programs have only
increased the soct and decreased the
efficiency of health care delivery
through the inevitable formation of a
massive bureaucracy. Thus, with
Socialized Health Care one not only
pays for the Dr. but additionally pays
to support a bureaucracy. Further
more, the bureaucratic institution
with its thousands of employees and
miles of paperwork clearly would
decrease the efficiency of health care
delivery.
Don Stebbins indicated in his ar
ticle that our Nation should have a
Social Medical program for the same
reasons we have Public Schools and
Social Security. What two worse*
examples of Public (i.e. Social) in
stitutions could Don have used in his
attempt
to support Socialized
Medicine? Our Public Schools are
struggling
with
overburdened
budgets and general ineffectiveness,
and our Social Security system is

wallowing in a quagmire of
bureaucratic
paperwork,
public
misuse, and waste.
Dr. Runion, in his article, ex
posed a clear-cut example of the
problems with Socialized Medicine;
the British National Health Care
program. To maintain this program,
the British must pay an enormous tax;
a major portion of which goes to sup
port the bureaucratic institution.
Moreover, an 'appointment' for
major surgery jnay be as long as 6
months from the time of diagnosis.
In short, the problems with
Socialized Medicine revolve around
basic economic sensibility. When a
middle-man (In this case the Federal
Government) is added to a process,
the price of the service goes up and so
does the amount of time to deliver the
service. The institution of Socialized
Medcine would involve the formation
of a massive bureaucratic machine
(Thousands of middle-men!). Another
bureaucratic mess to sap money from
our struggling economy; yet another
massive bureaucratic drawer to
shove names and numbers for
processing; is this what we really
need to improve our Nation's medical
care?
Robert A. Dixon
C.O.P. '80

Funds for PMUN
Dear Editor:
I would like to address if Imay,
to the letters the Pacifican may
recieve concerning the funding of
Pacific Model United Nations with
ASUOP money. Whether the letters
be complimentary or otherwise, I
would like to present to those in
terested readers an opinion on the
group and the reason I made a
motion to fund the group not the
requested $800 but instead $ 1800.
First of all I refer to the so-called 9
points that the finance committee
employed as guidelines for their
recommendations.
Rather then
enumerate the points, suffice to say
that they require that the groups
show a) widespread opportunities
and a background of success and b)
that they are of value to ASUOP
members. It is not quite as simple as
that but essentially this is what the ' 9
points' state.
PMUN is a group that has been fun
ded by ASUOP for 22 years (it has
also been recommended nothing by
the Finance Committee for as many
years).
Unlike previous years
however they were funded con
siderably more than usual and this is
the reason I feel this was done: PMUN
has shown their program to be one of
the top in the University, assisting in i
recruitment, widening the scope of
student opportunities and enriching
the student's knowledge on the sub
ject of foreign affairs and the U.N..
As a result of rising costs of atten
ding conferences (which is the reason
they ask ASUOP for financial
assistance) however, PMUN elected
to, rather than raise their request, to
reduce the number of delegates that
would attend the conference. On
closer examination of the request the
Board of Supervisors realized, though
not unanimously, that the benefits
from the program warranted the in
crease. I wholeheartedly agree with
the increase and furthermore believe
that ASUOP should be proud to offer
support to such an organization as
Pacific Model United Nations.
Bill Kochenderfer
Supervisor, John Ballantyne

ASUOP exists to
serve students
Dear Editor:
If you think about ASUOP, what
comes to mind? The movies& The
concertsfic Or the $75 that you or
your family pays every year?
Unfortunately,
when
most
people, students as well as the ad
ministration, think of ASUOP they
forget the most important part STUDENTS. And ASUOP seems to
forget that it exists to serve students.
But ASUOP is not some strange beast
that occupies an office at the Univer
sity Center with an insatiable ap
petite for money.
It is an
organization of students and will
only be as successful as it has students
to serve as well as be served.
Confused? All I am trying to say
is students of this university whould
do more for ASUOP than pay $75
every year and get something more
than free movies, dances, and concer
ts.
We may never know how our
tuition is spent at this university.
We may nver get another library
built. We may never get anything
done that students want, unless we
are organized to improve U.O.P.
The think that administrators fear
most is the power that organized
students have.
Unfortunately we
students do not use the power we
have.
Look at how your money is being
spent at U.O.P. When ASUOP spends
more money on salaries than on
student activities, something has been
lost of the purpose of service that
ASUOP has.
When U.O.P. (yes I know/ yc
you've
heard it before) builds a needed even
ts center before a more needed library
it's purpose of service has somehow
been misplaced.
This time of vear makes it dif
ficult to stress the importance of
UOP's as well as ASUOP's respon
sibilities of serving students. But, it is
vital that we do. This year is over,
but we can make a difference next
year. I'm just asking you to begin to
think about it. Think about this
university's
responsibility
and
ASUOP's responsibilities to serve
students.
And think about your
responsibility to make sure they do.
Joe Hartley
UOP Student

Askew responds to
P'can editorial
Dear Editor:
As you might expect, I couldn't
help noticing a recent editorial which
appeared in the April 25th edition of
The Pacifican. the editorial, cap
tioned "UOP Overstepping Real
Security Needs," and written by an
unnamed source, seemed to infer that
the Department of Public Safety was
to blame for the poor attendance
which was experienceed at a recent
ASUOP sponsored fra.ternity circle
dance. The implication being that
security was so stringent at the event
that it discouraged attendance.
The suggestion was that the
Department of Public Safety had
arranged the hours that the event was
to be held in order to further protect
those in attendance at the function.
Additionally the article stated that a
"dozen" officers were deployed as
armed chaperones to oversee what

Z)
candidate by the end of this school year or to
consider postponing their decision until the ^
beginning of the 1980 fall semester.
This would only be fair to the students.

One thing I know for certain is
that the University of Pacific's Depar-

turned out to be twenty dancers. A ment of Public Safety was and is
caricature placed alongside the ar established to provide security to the
ticle depicting a uniformed guard
camplus communtiy. The Depargrilmacing at a couple of students
dancing seemed to imply that the of
ment's main goal is to protect the
ficer was prepared to pounce upon students, faculty and staff of the
the dancing students the minute tnitey
University from the criminal element
gave him an excuse.
and the violence that is attendant
I trust you can understand my ut with this element.
ter shock and dismay at having
When det ermining just how
traveled a distance of sixty miles to many officers should be assignesd to
return to the campus in order to ob
work special events, such as street
serve the events of the evening and to
dances on campus, many things are
discover later that I must have gone
considered.
The location of the
to the wrong campus.
event, whether it is being staged in
Once having arrived there I ob
side or outside, whether or not there
viously observed a different dance is to be a live band, and the an
than was depicted by the editor of THE
ticipated number in attendance, to
PACIFICAN. The fraternity circle name a few.
dance that I observed had an atten
A street dance with a live band
dance of approximately sixty people
has historically drawn a large num
meandereing about the bandstand
ber of participants from both the
with another thirty-five either sitting
campus community as well as from
or standing around the front steps of ,the Stockton communtiy. It is ex
the fraternity houses or in the area of
tremely difficult to predict whether
Grace Covell. I noted that there were
or not such ah event will actually
six University officers assigned to
warrant extra security measures.
work the aance along with two
As far as the caricature depicted
private security guards which had
alongside the editorial comment in
been hired through a local private
THE PACIFICAN, I would have been
seecurity company in Stockton.
more comfortable with the
You can imagine my amazement
caricature of the campus officer
at having read in the editorial that 12
grimacing not at the dancing students
University officers had worked the
but instesd in the opposite direction
dance, especially in light of the fact
at an unwel corned guest who had the
that the Department Of Public Safety
potential of causing trouble. This
only has 10 officers all total.
I wondered why the dance was
been the problem at past events as I
being held so early in the evening, 6
saw them on the campus that Friday
pm - 10 pm since it would seem very
night.
What I observed was a
difficult to draw a crowd which
cam pus which might have had too
would be interested in dancing that
many social events scheduled for one
early. But my curiosity was satisfied
night. What I read in the editorial
when I heard someone mention that
was someone looking to blame
the reason for this was th t it gets
someone else for the poor tournout
rather cold out in the open 1 iternity
circle this time of year after the sun
at tne dance. Maybe the security
goes down. I personally thought the
coverage should be re-evaluated in
dance might have been more suc
light of rece nt events and I am
cessful had it been held a little later
willing to do just that, but I am also
but this was not my decision to make.
of the opinion that those who are
I concerned myself no further about
responsible for scheduling these even
this but instead decided to take a tour
ts may want to consider whether or
of the campus to see how other events
not other things are effecting the at
that were scheduled for the evening
tendance.
were going.
The Department of Public Safety
As I went by the Music conser
is 'more than willing to help you in
vatory I noted that the Pacific Dance
your future endeavors as best it can.
and Electric Company was putting
We are not however prepared to risk
on a concert. I wondered if the
someone getting seriously injured just
reason for the poor attendance at the
to save a few dollars.
fraternity circle dance had anything
to do with the fact that so many had
attended the concert.
Sincerely,
I then went by the Raymond
Norman Askew
Great Hall where Jessie Ballantyne
Chief Department of Public Safety
was sponsoring a dance. I noticed
University of the Pacific
that there was a good attendance at
this event. I again wondered if this
The Pacifican
had anything to do with the low at
Editor-in-Chief ..'
Susan Pit*
tendance at the circle dance.
Managing Editor
Susan Keehorn
I also noticed that a movie ws
Assoc. Mng. Editor
KenWomk*
being shown at the University Center
Sports Editor
Karen Komssk Mow U >s es
and that a football clinic was being
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Cathy Finger, Senior, Engineering
"I'm working this summer.
I'm
working for Mobil Oil in richmond
on Engineering Co-op. I hope people
will still speak to me after this."

What are you doing
this summer?

By Tom Michel and Jess Bragg
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Kristen Almquist, Junior, COP
"I'm going to New York to play
around, experience something new
and maybe work. We'll be visiting
the relatives.
I don't know,
whatevers fun.
I'll be playing
ASUOP Vice-President part of the
summer."

Steve John, Junior, COP
"Working at the Sportshop in Palo
Alto. Leisure life looks pretty good.
I'm gonna have a damn good time
over summer. Go out, hit some bars,
the basics."

Kirk Fraley, Sophmore, School of
Business
I 11 be out in the sun this summer.
Little summer school, lift some
weights, get ready
for the football
season."

Suzanne Heglund, Freshman, COP
"I'm working in Tahoe.
I'll
checking groceries at Lucky's.
work, ski, and lay in the sun."

Matt Clevenger, Freshman, SBPA
"I'll be here in Stockton for the sum
mer. I'll be home in Visalia for a
while, too.
Just runnin', playin'
basketball. Maybe go to San Diego."

Dr. William Barr,Deanof Men
"I'll be playing racquetball at 7:30
four days a week, a little siesta after
that. We'll have students coming in,
parents, etc. Mainly recovering from
all the anxiety brought about by
people running around in white hats
and funny shirts."

Dennis O'Connor, Sophmore, COP
"I think I'll head to Europe and then
over to Squaw Valley. I'm going to
start a business. A car dealership.
Just new. I've got the capital."

Frank Alegre, Sixth-year Sophmore
Elbert Covell
"Well, I thought I'd get Pete Tiscurnia and fly over to Iran and free the
hostages."

THE GLOBE

By Gavin W. Harvey

the Russians, and gearing up for war won't do anything.
The problems are dependency on oil, over-consumption,
low productivity, and an unwillingness to adapt to
change. And maybe that unwillingness derives from a
lack of understanding of our problems. Which brings us
back to my original plea: don't lose interest! No matter
what your political orientation is, it is crucial that you
don't accept the headlines at face value (especially of the
SF. Chronical). Remember that Rome was a great place
too, until everybody ran around disinterested, cashing in
for a few quick bucks.
And that's the way it is, Friday, May 1, 1980
"I do not wish to seem overdramatic, but I can only con
clude from the information that is available to me as
Secretary-General that the Members of the United
Nations have perhaps ten years left in which to subor
dinate their ancient quarrels and launch a global par
tnership to curb the arms race, to improve the human en
vironment, to defuse the populations explosion, and to
supply the required momentum to development efforts.
If such a global partnership is not forged within the next
decade, then I very much fear that the problems I have
mentioned will have reached such staggering proportions
that theu will be beyond our capacity to control."
UThant, 1969

——
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So what is ASUOP?

National Goodwill Week

a.-:

If you are reading this with the aid of glasses, Goodwill's member units and workshops em
you have a disability. The point at which it ploy over 26,000 handicapped persons daily
becomes a handicap is a matter of concern and
and provide rehabilitation services to over
interest to individuals, government, social 56,000 disables persons annually.
Job placement and sheltered employment have
agencies, and industry.
The very definition of "handicap" is changing become ever increasing priorities at Goodwill.
to include the educationally deprived and Last year more than 7,000 handicapped men
socially disadvantaged as well as those persons and women were placed in competitive em
with medically recognizable disabilities.
ployment. Thus Goodwill not only provedes
Goodwill Industries has continually expanded skilled employees for America's businesses but
and changed with these attitudes and needs, also replaces despair and welfare with personal
providing
the
necessary
rehabilitation pride and self-sufficiency.
programs and job placement services to the National Goodwill Week will be observed May
4th-10th, and our theme this year is "An In
disabled community.
The idea of "not charity but a chance" was vestment in People for a Proud America."
conceived in 1902 in Boston by Dr. Edgar J. The purpose of this annual celebration is to in
Helms, a young minister. Handicapped men crease the public's awareness of the needs of the
and women were given the opportunity to learn disabled community and to generate an interest
trades, acquire skills, and receive income by in the employment of the handicapped. A
repairing articles donated by the community. skilled worker is an asset to any business and,
The resale of these articles financed the given the chance, these specially trained in
dividuals can prove to be valuable employees
operation.
and self-sufficient citizens. In America, the
Today there are 168 member Goodwill In
right of human equality is guaranteed by law,
dustries in the United States and 38 affiliates in
and at Goodwill Industries we will continue to
25 foreign countries.
These comprise the
orovide the necessary training to help balance
largest
network
of
privately
operated
the scale of opportunity for handicapped
rehabilitation workshops in the world.
people.

This article is a direct response to the many questions I
received while campaigning this Spring. I tried several
times to dice the information up with some witty remarks
and such like, but it never really seemed to work, so 1
have left it in its "dry" form. I hope it will be important
and pertinent enough for you to take the time and plough
through it.

It is the chief policy-making body of ASUOP and
such is responsible for approving the expenditure 0.
student funds, confirming appointments to executive J
llfOJtf Cil'**/
judicial positions, setting policy and enacting legislatioJVjeflJ, JJJfL
A
1
The judicial branch of ASUOP has now beerP'on
CAN
reduced to just the ASUOP Supreme Court. Under^Et^SB^I vhU $A
jurisdiction fall all cases involving violations of ASU($f W
regulations, and all disputes over constitutional ini.M & ^T^fh "filE

So what is ASUOP?.. .

PretWith

It's the Associated Students of the University of the
Pacific - your student government.
Since 1851, Pacific has had some form of student
government. Back in 1953 there were two student
government organizations: the Association of Women
Students, and the Pacific Students Association.
Then in 1964 the Cluster colleges led the adoption of
a new constitution which set up a united bi-cameral
student government.
The executive branch is made up of the ASUOP
President (who is elected), the Vice-President (also elec
ted) and their staff (all of whom are hired by the
President and confirmed by the Board of Supervisors).
The primary function of the executive branch is to
run the day to day business for the association.
Those directors, managers, coordinators and assistants
are the force behind all the tangible programs and ser
vices the association provides. In the Board of Super
visors absence or recess the executive branch is also em
powered to formulate policy.
The legislative branch is the Board of Supervisors.
By the way, this is the new structure we students voted in
at the last election which replaces the old ASUOP senate!
Finally, in 1971 it changed its name to the
Associated Students - reportedly to "modernize," (most
student governments were using this terminology at that
time). ASUOP, as it stands today, consists of an executive
branch, a judiciary, and a legislative branch.

\V

this structure the ASUOP constitution
ves the federal - state spirit and hopefully encourages
each branch of government, greater spirit and hopefu||#M
encourages, in each branch of go^mment, great®JJfe
Student participation.
ASUOP is
sruaeni
ixv.ipai.iwix. So
— who
- is ASUOP?
)
L
the students! It is not a small group ot students dicta
.
.i
i.l -«nn r>inclor nr fno chmnnf U 1
their
the remainder- of
the student body fan
tneir wishes
wisuea over
uva "...
-----lam
„A,,r
malcp
that this will never happ^
it is your job to make sure that
happg-i
ASUOP is everybody who pays their $75 fee
ev„
fee - evej
student
has one
their qualjh n
siuuein who
wnu naa
vf.«v ounce of interest in "'W
life while attending UOP. We are always in need of mJ
help, of student participation, of leadership and"!,!
ideas.
The office is in the University Center, next to t
Grocery Store, and is open to all students at any tim
Please come by and talk to us! And, by the way, have
great summer! I look forward to seeing you all in thefa
when ASUOP will start off with a bang.

ciS^l
f&WW
fQ fW

Our Cinema program for next year promises t0 k
the best yet, with films like "Kramer vs. Kramer" J]
"10'

ASUOP Social will also be exciting, expecially whei
the Spanos Events Center opens up during Winter term !
You can look forward to monthly Faculty Sym
osiums by ASUOP Forum and longer hours for the t<
e" reorganized and better equiped loan store.
Yes, folks! All this and more!. . . .The ASU0F
Student Survey. 'Till September. . .Adios!!!

E

President McCaffrey reviews events and progress of the year
This school year has been a good one from my stan
dpoint and I hope from yours, as well. I feel our Univer
sity has moved ahead on many fronts and that we are
prepared to provide an even finer educational experience
for our students in the future. I have particularly ap
preciated the spirit and attitude of our students, faculty
and all members of the University community this year.
It has been this positive spirit and constructive attitude
which have contributed importantly to the progres'
v* hiih I lee! has been made.
in academic life we embarked on a program of Con
tinuing Education and with the leadership given by Dean
Larry Murphy, I feel we have made a good start toward
extending educational opportunities to citizens of this
region which will benefit their lives and have positive
values for the University, as well.
This year has
necessarily been a time of planning and organization
although courses, seminars and special Continuing
Education programs have been offered. I expect that
next year we will begin to See demonstrable results from
these preparatory efforts.
It is always important to plan and prepare for the
future and the President's Commission on the Future of
the University has been hard at work throughout this
year in developing a Long-Range Academic Plan. There
will be a report given concerning these considerations at
the University Forum to be held in the Gold Room at
4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, May 7th, by Academic Vice
President Clifford Hand, Chairman of this Commission.
'1 he Plan is still being developed but this open Forum will
afford an opportunity for students, facutly and staff to be
informed of the nature of these dicussions and to contribule their thinking to them.
Vcademic recognition has come to many students and
iaculb. members during the year. As examples, let me
note the awards won by three of our Engineering students
who were selected for three of the top six awards this year
in a Statewide scholarship competition sponsored by the
Consulting
ting Engineers' Association of California. Our
award-winning UOP Engineering students are Tim
Fleming, Gabriel Salinas and Doug Urbick. They were
in competition with 37 contestants from 15 top schools of
engineering in the State, including UC-Berkely, Cal Tech,

Stanford, and UCLA. Among faculty honors Professor
Elmer Clawson, of our School of Education, received one
of the most highly coveted awards of the Freedoms
Foundation of Valley Forge by being honored with an
"Award of Excellence in Private Enterprise Education"
for a textbook he wrote on economics education, "Our
Economy: How it Works." Also, Professor Arlen Hansen,
of English, has been selected as a Fulbright Lecturer for
the 1980-81 academic year from among some 250 can
didates from universities throughout the nation from the
English, political science and history fields. He will
spend the year at the University of Vienna lecturing on
American literature and culture.
We are pleased thai thereis increasing recognition of
scholastic excellence on our campus. Recently fifty-five
students were initiated in the Phi Kappa Phi honor
society for upper division students and 16 students from
our 10 Schools and Colleges of the University were
honored for outstanding achievement by the Pacific
Alumni Association. We are also pleased tha
that we have a
strong chapter of Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman honor
society, which will initiate 86 students this week who
have a grade point average of at least 3.5. Mortar Board
is also active with membership limited to 35 junior
students with a GPA of 3.5 and above who are also
leaders in University service activities.
It is pleasing to see the development of programs for
our international students under the leadership of Ann
Helm. These services not only benefit our foreign students but their presence enriches
riche the lives of the entire
University community.
The.
the. International Spring
Festival held on Saturday, April 19th, was a colorful
event in which many of our over 300 students from some
60 countries participated. Of particular interest for next
year is that John Ballantyne is being designated as the
Intercultural dorm beginning next September.
Student government and campus life have been ac
tive and I have noted with pleasure the fine cooperation
of Martin Burt, ASUOP President, Baynes Bank, ASUOP
Vice President, and Paul Szmyd, Chairman of the
University Center Programs Council, working closely
with Jim Paull, University Center Director, in providing
a comprehensive activity program for students through

I've had a million ideas for my last article of the year. It was going
to be a biggy. I'd talk about all those cool college slang words. You
know the ones; "Deep", "Nice", "Bummer There", "Eat Shit And Die",
and "Way Cool". So what happened? Well, most of the words are too
filthy for this select audience. Perhaps I should play that old "last
edition sentimental scene."
For all of the seniors up in The Pacifican today is the last line. Sure
there's two weeks left, but this is the last edition of a project they've put
all their blood into. If there has ever been a crew "over the edge", it has
to include Sue Pillow, Sue Keenom and Ken Wornick. They have done a
job no one sees. Criticism is the only thing freer than a newspaper. The
Pacifican isn't any National Lampoon but if you've got a better idea why
aren't you up here?
Right now those three are suffering through "Senior Withdrawls".
This gang has given me more slack on this column than I deserve. I
promised to meet the Monday at 5:00 deadline for the first time this
week. Well it's Tuesday at 2:00 am now, sorry Sue. Thanks again for
the time and space.
1 thought of mentioning another staff member this week, but
decided that there wouldn't be any cheap shots in the last edition.
Besides, all the Head Residents hate themselves at this point for staying
here this long. No, the job isn't THAT bad. What's a fire alarm at 3:00
am? What's wrong with a guy who likes to kick in doors? When I
became a Head Resident I didn't know what to expect. I still don't! Just
as everything gets under control and you're almost caught up with your
own work...someone desides to ventilate a room by removing the window panes with water balloons. If I end up returning next year 1 won't
die...oh, maybe I will.

the University Center.
Certainly a highlight of this year has been the out
standing performance of our women's varsity inter
collegiate volleyball team which placed fourth in the
national championships, the highest national ranking
ever achieved by a UOP intercollegiate athletic team.
We are extremely proud of all the members of the team
and of Coach Terry Liskevych and will be rooting for
them to win the national championship next year!
Physical facilites continue to improve with several
notable construction projects being well under way and
scheduled for completion early in the next school year.
The Chemistry Building located between Olson Hall and
the Classroom Building on the South Campus, is under
construction and is scheduled for completion in midNovember. This will provide important new laboratories
for Chemistry and is'a step toward the eventual move of
the Chemistry Department from Weber Hall. The con
tract is about to be let for the construction of the
Psychology Building on the South campus, located adjacent to and in the large structure in which
vhicf the Speech,
Hearing and Language Center is situated. This project
will represent a major improvement in facilities for the
Psychology Department and is expected the be completed
in the latter part of the Fall semester. The multi-purpose
Alex G. Spanos Events Center is scheduled for cornpietion in mid-December and already a variety of events
are being planned for January and February of 1981 to
mark the opening of this important addition to our
University community. These events include student
dances, concerts, an intramural festival, women's
volleyball matches and intercollegiate men's basketball.
This facility should add a rich dimension to campus and
community life and provide activities of appeal to a wide
varievt <4 interests.
The campaign for a Greater Pacific has now reached""
the $12 million mark and continues to move ahead toward
the $ 30 million goal. The President's Council for In
stitutional Advancement, composed of some thrity
student leaders, has carried on an excellent educational
program for the campus community concerning this
campaign, climaxed by an extremely well presented rectn "A student Perspective" presentation in the University

Regardless of the problems, this time of year is traditionally set aside
to thank those who bailed you out in times of crisis. It's also to remem
ber the good friends and good times.
In a freshman dorm, a lot of changes take place between September
and May. You can't tell them what not to do, they must find out on their
own. Nice first dorm party Eiselen had! Andy (our D.J.) spaced on the
Grateful Dead at 10,000 watts while all the freshmen in satin and angel
flights wondered what was wrong with the stereo. Buying the keg (what
keg? There's no kegs in my dorm!) was a real great idea. Having it in the
girls bathroom was another.
Greg, who controlled the tap, pocketed all the cash as he drank half
the keg. I didn't think Christmas vacation would ever come. Some
didn't return in January, some weren't invited.
Winter Term was lay back, so we decided on a ski trip. Lisa planned
a great trm to beautiful South Lake Tahoe. Thirty peopel in an 8' x 10'
wood shed. Beds for three and floor space for five more. It resulted in
thirty people getting to know each other (I didn't say like each other). I
won t even mention the one bathroom, or the cooking details. Sunday
evening we got back to UOP to find that someone in the dorm had had a
party but forgot to invite us. Some friends decided to rearrange the walls
in our basement lounge, no problem with hiking boots!
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Our intramural teams suffered through basketball and when it all
seemed lost...our savior arrived. "The Dude!" "Dude was the week old
ohick from S.p. who appeared in the March 28 Pacifican. "Dude
The lasi paper of the year always seems to have a magical mystery
Ji°,
remember when I was an undergrad (decades ago) and how I
didn t want to miss that last Pacifican. As if it would be all that
profound or enlightening. Perhaps I was looking for someone to say "it's
K to be tired of school or "it's OK to not give a damn about finals".

Theatre. I wish to thank and commend the members
this Council for this excellent contribution, especiali
Steve Chan, Brad Shafer, Joan Martin, Judy Aguileq
Jack Galante, Jim Wood, Dean Sampson, and Susa
Venegas-Hoffman.
The University Arbor Day tradition was revived un
der the sponsorship of the Student-Alumni Council whei
over 50 trees were planted on April 18th by some 10(
students, faculty and staff and this campus beautificatioi
project will bring benefits to future generations o
students and all who enjoy the campus.
As we approach the end of this school year, I feel, a
always, a real sense of "mixed-emotions." On the om
hand, I have a feeling of sadness in that we are saynj
good-bye to students ;th whom we have become goo(
Iriends in these past yet * such as Susan Pillow, editor a
The Pacifican, Bruce Fi. .-sky, Matt McQuire and Scot)
McLaughlin, who distinguished themselves both ii
athletics and the classroom, student leaders martin Burl
and Baynes Bank, doctoral candidate Vicky Ramirez,
Mi professora. Actress Susan Gage, and ever so many
others.
On the other hand, I feel great pride in the growtl
and development of these and our other graduatin|
seniors and confidence in your being prepared to undei
take your careers and to make a constructive coij
tribution to society. You will be fine representatives o
our University and we are proud of you. We will folloy
your careers with interest and will look forward ti
keeping in touch with you. Remeber, your Universit1
needs your active interest and participation and we wil
always value vour friendship.
,J
Also, even as we say good-bye to so many good fried
ds, we look forward to the opportunities of the yea
ahead and to working with new student leaders such a
newly elected ASUOP Preside-' nd Vice President, Roi
Pool and Kristin Almquist, ai
a making new friend
among the entering class.
I o returning students, as w
:s to faculty, we hopi
you have an enjoyable and refreshing summer and wi
will look forward to being together next Fall. Thi
nation s economic conditions may present specia
problems to all of us in the year ahead but we believe th<
University is prepared to meet those challenges with oui
mutual efforts and cooperation.
Best of luck to all of you students in the forthcominj
finals and Godspeed to our graduating seniors
McCaffreJ
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Was President Carter right in his decision to rescue the hostages?

Dr. Jerry Briscoe, Professor of Political Science
"I think it was hard luck but I feel that the basic decision to make the at
tempted rescue was a mistake. In view, of the fact that Vance has resigned,
the President looks less wise than before. Clearly the President received advise
against making the rescue mission from officials directly involved with the
Iranian situation who know a great deal about the Country's present position.
Everyone of us feels frustrated about the hostages; but now we will have to
think of them as prisoners of war. It's likely to be a long war.
to affectively
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COPA Course Evaluation Controversy
Paul Vogelzang

ASUOP wants project;
COPA is 'belligerent'
won't be as good as the old ones. But
a lot of the faculty and students don't
think (the COPA evaluations) are that
good right now."
No schools* other than COP,
currently have a faculty evaluation
program that is widely available to
students.
Vogelzang believes that
every constituent school of the
University is in favor of ASUOP's
blanket evaluation program. COPA
is the main opposition, he said.
Paul Vogelzang
ASUOP is currently meeting stiff
opposition from COPA as it tries to
begin its own standardized student
evaluations of UOP's faculty, accor
ding to former ASUOP Director of
Academic Affairs, Paul Vogelzang.

Vogelzang says the present
COPA evaluation is inadequate in
several ways. "It only serves the
students of COP. To students in the
school of Business and Public Ad
ministration, the COPA evaluation is
pretty worthless. It doesn't serve the
whole University."

The ASUOP evaluation system,
which would question the students of
all constituent schools of UOP using
the same form, has won approval
from the Dean of Students William
Barr and Academic Vice-President
Clifford Hand, said Vogelzang.
"COPA is afraid they'll lose their
one thing if an all-University
evaluation system goes through," he
says. "Their official line is that
they're worried the new evaluations

Because of an ASUOP Con
stitution rule stating that there con be
no duplication of services, ASUOP
can't evalutate COP faculty as long
as COPA does, and COPA doesn't
want to work with ASUOP in
evaluation the faculty together.
"They're being belligerent," he said.
"It comes down to who's going to
give up their service for the benefit of
the Unviersity," says Vogelzang.
"The ASUOP evaluations would
benefit a lot more students than
COPA's.

Every spring the College of the Pacific Association
(COPA) makes available the "COPA Course Evaluations, a
booklet containing the results of questions qsked of students
taking COP courses.
This booklet has long been the source of much con
troversy and disagreement.
According to COPA, the faculty - course evaluations are
designed to help students choose courses outside of their
major, give them the chance to evaluate the performance of
their professors and classes, and to give instuctors evaluative
feedback on how students react to their style of teaching.
The following is a study conducted as a final project by
a news reporting class in Fall 1979 under the direction of
Dr. Munir I\asser, Assistant Professor of Journalism in the
Department of Communication'.
The purpose of the study was to investigate whether the
faculty, administration, and students involved feel that the
COPA evaluation is a worthwile endeavor, and if it is ful
filling its goals.

Dean Whiteker

Evaluations not in use
for admin. decisions

To measure faculty reaction to the COPA evaluation, a
survey wasdevisedand distributed to all COP faculty. The
questionnaire was returned by 4Z°/° °f the professors,
representing all College of the Pacific departments. A com
puter program was also devised to change the data into per
centages. A summary of this data can be found in the chart
below.
,
,
,
Administrators and studentofficers were interviewed for
their input; included below are excerpts from each of these.
The COPA questionnaire and booklet have changed
several times following suggestions from faculty, students,
and adminstration. Still many COP associates seriously
question the reliability, validity, and purpose of these
student ratings.
Project Reporters:
Jay Cherrie, Susan Gust, Pat McDowell, Tom Tipton, Debra
Wall and Thomas Willard.

faculty members about the results i
the COPA evaluations. He said this
done to help faculty in receiving i|
evaluations in a proper light, andn,
reacting to them too sensitively. |
Whiteker felt that these problen
might be related to the fact that it
not always clear what the evaluate,
are trying to evaluate.

Dean Roy Whiteker
COP Dean Roy Whiteker says
that COPA evaluations are generally
not considered in faculty promotions
or tenure reviews. "We would look
at them only if there are over
whelming student opinions about the
professor," he said.
Whiteker also said that while the
present
evaluations
aren't
promotion/tenure determinants, as
late as two years ago, COPA
evaluations lent themselves to being
used as determining factors in
whether an evaluated faculty mem
ber received promotion or tenure.
Yet Whiteker adds that the
Dean's Office often talks with the

Faculty adds criticisms, support
insample class survey remarks
The following are sample com
ments on the COPA evaluations as
written by COP faculty on the sur
vey questionaire.
For philosophical reasons, I
disapprove of the COPA evaluations.
My disapproval is not based on the
questionnaire itself (it seems fairly
adequate for the purpose) but the im
plied "commerical" or "political" at
titude: that the student reward the
professors for "giving them what they
want." The professor is supposedly a
person who is well trained enough to

give the students "what they ought to
have."
I do no believe that the
University
by
nature
is
a
"democratic" institution, nor should
it be. Therefore, I disapprove of what
I see as the "thrust" of the question
naire. We already have enough
dissension in this society, and I
believe it is weakening us internally
and externally. There are fools and
incompetents everywhere; the univer
sity is no exception (but I think such
types are rather infrequent here); the
student should not be in a cocoon,
just because he is a student.

Robert Fuentes

*

'Grudge Factor' ended,
Faculty aided by COPA
grade or have a grudge against a
professor and will make a negative
evaluation.
Fuentes says that future personal
comments would not be published in
the Student Guide unless two or more
students made the same type of
criticism, thereby eliminating the
"grudge factor"

Robert Fuentes
A major criticism leveled at
COPA evaluations has been that per
sonal remarks made about professors
from students who wanted to get
"even" for various reasons were prin
ted.
According to Robert Fuentes,
Acting Director of the COPA
evaluations a student will get a bad

On the benefits of the COPA
evaluation, Fuentes tells of instruc
tors who enter the COPA office when
an evaluation for a particular class
wasn't very positive and asked for
suggestions to improve it.
Fuentes also says that COPA
evaluations should be useckas a tool
in selecting and improving the
quality of classes and that it was not
designed for evaluating promotion
and tenure of an instructor. "If the
administration asks us for results we
give it to them, but that is not it's
function."

Mike Davis

COPA survey lacking,
IDEA a better indicator
"COPA is not really set up to deter
mine tenure and promotion. It is
much more effective being a tool for
students making course decisions,"
savs Mike Davis, Assistant to the
Academic Vice President at UOP.
According to Davis, not all
classes should be evaluated by COPA.
"Some students either by accident or
poor advising get stuck in upper
division classes. These students will
then show their anger on the COPA
forms," he savs.
IDEA is another instrument used
to measure teacher evaluation. This
form provides more detailed infor
mation than COPA. Faculty mem
bers choose important aspects of their

I believe that students may con
duct whatever evaluation process
they wish to. But without a tie to
technical knowledge of measurement
and a formal committment to
technical quality of the procedures
(which politically is probably not
possible), no student-run system
should be mandatory for faculty; and
such a system should never be used to
determine the career fates of persons.
To put it another way, it is difficult
for students to devise a system
whereby they accept and carry the
responsibilities for the consequences
of unfair evaluations.

classes on which they wish to be
evaluated.
In this way, faculty and student
goals can be compared. Class size
and student motivation are also taken
into account during each evaluation.
Students are able to indicate their
motivation level at the beginning of
the
course and
whether
this
motivation rose or fell during" the
semester.
Presently only the Physical
Education
and
Communicative^
Disorders departments use IDEA at
UOP. Davis would like to see this
changed. "I would like to see COPA
incorporated into IDEA. There are
good aspects to COPA that should not
be lost. We eould have the best of
both."

*

I
find
COPA
evaluations
somewhat useful in that almost all
professors are rated as generally very
good-and indeed I feel this is correctthis university hires most faculty on
their abilities to teach, not necessarily
to do research. As a result, we have a
high proportion of talented and en
thusiastic teachers.

The COP Dean's Office has ah
recommended that COPA do the
evaluating very carefully, as remari
taken out of context can be bad f
faculty morale. However, since di
ferent evaluation forms are now usi
for promotion and tenure purposj
some of these morale problems a
avoided.

1. In my judgement, COPA evaluations:
should be continued after some
modification

51%

2. Students take these evaluations:
as a serious tool of measuring teaching
quality
as an outlet for grievances
as a popularity contest

50%
48%
37%

3. Faculty members receive negative evaluations:
if they have poor teaching technique
71%
if they assign too much work
48%

*

I believe all courses of all faculty
should be routinely evaluated (despite
the obvious problems with the
process).
Reporting should group
courses according to whether the
enrollment is diverse (as in General
Ed. courses) or mostly majors in that
field. If it were possible, it would be

"It's good to have something yc
can use for a period of time and n.
change every year, as used to be don
This no doubt contributes to faculi
confusion," says Whiteker.

The COPA evaluation
survey showed...

helpful to group responses by per
formance levels (i.e., is the course
rated differently by those with good
grades than those with average
scores, etc.).

When you publish the listing, it
should be geared to upcoming cour
ses, not ones just finished. One of my
courses is given once every 2 years.
Yet it is only written up immediately
after it is offered. Hence the curious
student doesn't get the necessary in
formation.
The present listing is
skewed toward good courses-the in
competent refuse evaluation. And
they need it most!

The past use of evaluations •,
promotion/tenure determenants hi
caused confusion among COP faculi
as to the evaluation's purpose.
Whiteker says he is always lookir
for ways to improve the evaluatioi
and he has repeatedly urged COPa i
get
input
in
preparing the
evaluations especially from tl
Department of Psychology.

Each instructor and each course
has its own objectives. I, as an ex
perienced psychologist:, long ago
gave up on finding an instrument that
would do justice to all.

This survey is defective, in a par
ticular way: The COPA evaluation
form addresses both the course and
the professor's performance. It has
trouble differentiating the two, and
perhaps "the course" is "the
professor's performance," regardless
of what catalogue copy says. Your
questions here ask me to choose bet
ween the two professed purposes of
this evaluation instrument ; all the
questions center on faculty, not cour
se evaluation. Why??

4. STudents should be allowed to evaluate:
the classroom performance of a
professor

82%

5. All COP classes shouk^.e evaluated by COPA:
disagree

55%

6. COPA evaluations should be used by the University
when evaluating faculty status for:
retention
44%
promotion
39%
tenure
39%
none of the above
39%

The contradictions abound.,
but is COPA really a failure ?
So what should be done about COPA Faculty evaluations?
Should they be modified? Expanded? Or discontinued all•
together?
Let's examine possibilities.
IDEA is faculty oriented, evaluating faculty for their own
self-improvement. Though this is admissable, it does not sub
stitute COPA's role in evaluating faculty for student review. So,
though IDEA may provide a brainflash for the faculty, it lacks
certain intellectual stimulation for students.
The administration seems satisfied with the evaluations
system remaining the same. Since they're no longer used for
tenure/promotion purposes, the administration hasn't got much
use for them.
The University-wide blanket evaluation proposed by ASUOP
offers the first viable alternative to COPA evaluations. A stan
dardized evaluation form would certainly give students from all
the constituent schools a reference for judging potential instrutors.
Unfortunately, ASUOP hasn't drawn up an alternative plan.

Until they do, University-wide
probably remain a dream.

standard evaluations

Is the standardized form really necessary? Some say dij
ferent schools need different judging criteria. Certainly. "J
course material taught in Engineering and Pharmacy classes dd
fer from subject matter in English and Philosophy. But tl»
profession of teaching is based on standard, universal f°»n
dations, and it is these foundations that could be addressed !
University-wide faculty evaluations.
And what would COPA do without its evaluations? CeH
COPA employees have admitted that without publishing M
faculty evaluations, COPA would have nothing to do.
P

,
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mcorporated into ASUOP as a Fac«!
va ua ion ept applying its present knowledge (with some1
provements) to the entire University.
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Young rocked, Mason rolled, campus
frolicked during 'Entertainment 80'
By Alan Clack
Staff Writer

They sang to us, they danced for
us, and they played with our minds.
All this and more was part of the en
tertainment world that came to
Pacific during the 1979-1980 school
year.

February not only began Spring
Semester and put students' back on
their books, but also toyed with our
minds as the "Amazing Kreskin"
swept the campus with his ESP talen
ts.
A familiar face on "The Tonight
Show," Kreskin left his audience in
the Conservatory wondering if they
had witnessed the talents of a mind
reader or a magician.

Homecoming weekend in Oc
tober brought us the amazing trum
pet talents of Mike Vax, a 1964
graduate of Pacific who played lead
trumpet with the Dukes of Dixie
Dixieland,
Clark Terry's Big Band, and
Maynard Ferguson. The performan
ce was fantastic, and added a brassy
flair to Homecoming '79.

" M a s o n w a s o v e rwh e l m e d
by
thunderous
ap
plause...and returned for t w o
standing ovations."
December was highlighted by
one of the bigger names in the enter
tainment world. The incredible Dave
Mason brought his music to UOP.
Once again, the Conservatory was
packed with wild fans, who witnessed
one of the most successful concerts at
Pacific in years
Jesse Colin Young got his most en
thusiastic ovation with his old
standard, 'Get Together.'
Jesse Colin Young was the tirst
music performer that rocked Pacific
this year. Playing to a packed Con
servatory in September, Jesse sur
prised many of his fans with his switc h -over from soft rock to a heavier
rock sound.

Mason played many of his hits,
such as "We Just Disagree," "Let It
Flow," and "Share Your Love." He
was overwhelmed by a thunderous
standing ovation which prompted the
33 year old performer to return for
two encores.
The concert was
unusually short, which is atypical of
Mason, but every minute was packed
with real talent.

Frolic...was, o n c e
"Band
again, its traditional s u c cess."

Dave Mason jamming.

From telling audience members
small details about their personal
lives to finding his hidden paycheck,
Kreskin undoubtably left his audien
ce with a lot to think about. Student
entertainment again blew across the
campus with the 52nd annual Band
Frolic. Possibly one of the quickest
shows to sell out, Band Frolic left no
tables unturned.
From cruise ships to Nunneries,
from the draft to heaven, from sum
mer camps to the dining halls, the
dicos, the super heros, the football
team, McCaffrey, Barr and on, the
show was once again it's traditional
success.
The Art of Jazz performance
saturated our Campus this year.

Performers from outside UOP
were not the only entertainment to
dazzle Pacific. Capping a full month
of Winter Term rehearsals, the
musical Godspell hit the campus with
four superb sold-out performances.

T h e Amazing Kreskin over
w h e l m e d t h e c r o w d , b u t left
m a n y wondering if h e w a s a
psychic or a f r a u d .
Staged by the UOP Drama Depar
tment, and a cast of ten extremely
talented actors and actresses, the
show was without question a "high
energy success."

Jazz Band, Torme sensational
By Julie Lehman
Staff W-i—

Vn. '.V \;'"l '•
i|>|>c.ii'cd
vvi'li the UOP jazz band i «st Friday
ni ryoUOi'bocial's tinal event ol the
year. The Jazz Band, under the direc
tion of Tony Kissane, was strong and
enthusiastic.
The band opened the concert
with Johnny Mercer's upbeat tune,
"Day In, Day Out."
Kirk Wetterholm's trumpet solo was superb;
he is an articulate and relaxed per
former.
The band played well
together, and the unified trumpet
solos were outstanding.
The second number of the set was
an arrangement of the recent hit,
"Still" by the Commodore's.
It
showed off the mellow side of the
band, but lacked the rich tonal

Scat-singer Mel Torme

quality that could have been
achieved. Experiencing momentary
co'd feet, trombone soloist Craig
McAmis quickly recovered and did
justice to this melodious composition.
David Squire's trumpet solo in
"Places" was disappointingly unin
spired.
Veronica Yadao returned to
UOP this year to appear with the Jazz
Band. A fifteen year old high school
student from Sacramento, Miss
Yadao is an aspiring young singer.
At this point in her career, she
exhibits a tendency to belt out her
songs, a style which didn't enhance
all her selections.
"Los Hermanos de Bop", the
Jaxx Band's final number of thier set,
featured the rhythm section. The
bass guitar and rhythm solos were
admirably performed by Graham
Pollitt (bass), Mike Fitts and ARt
Coleman.
Tenor sax soloist Chris Brown
was fantastic. He has a great stage
presence, and a professional quality
most of the other soloists do not yet
possess.
Mel Torme was sensational.
Opening his portion of the concert
with "Send in the Clowns" (from "A
Little Night Music"), he immediately
established a rapport with the
audience.
Torme is a natural performer.
He has all elements of the concert
situation under complete control.
The band responded well to him', and
pianist Steve Snell did an excep-
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Dea^Se Buffalo B°afT1
Vi/here
nraker
Trumpeter Mike Vax blew a mean horn with the Jazz Band in
Homecoming performance.
From Ramsey Lewis to Bill Hemmans
to the just recent performance of Mel
Torme, musical showmanship hit
new highs!
And what would entertainment
be without the traditional card trick?
And what card tricks we saw with the
appearance of "Mr. Fingers!" Who
says quicK ."lands fade with age???
Named Magician of
the Year
numerous times and billed as College
Entertainer of the Year, Fingers'
magic was of top quality.
The Pacific Dance and Electric

Company just completed their spring
performance here at Pacific, anc
their show, a creative masterpiece
including jazz, tap, and every variet
ofidance under the sun. Dancing wat
at its very finest as UOP's student:
kicked out a stupendous performan
Wrapping up the year, the New
Wave group "Invasions" will blovj
out their amps at the UC Patio oi
Wednesday, May 7. Students ari
urged to wear leather and jeans
Safety pins are optional.

acalypse Now

SanoSs^om the De
Up from the Dead'
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The UOP Jazz Band turned

in

another

tionally fine job following Torme's
lead.
Torme's songs were interspersed
with stories about his travels as an en
tertainer, and comments about com
posers and friends of his. During his
medley of "Porgy and Bess" selec
tions he went to the piano and played.
The microphone then tipped over,
causing him to remark that "You got
ta get equipment besides this stuff
from World War I." He uses

professional performance

everything around him for props, and
it creates a fresh, natural show.
Torme's scat singing is an ex
perience in itself. The audience loved
it, and he let them revel in it. Tor
me's drummer, Donny Osborne of
Seattle, took off into a solo that was
unforgettable. He appeared to be a
seasoned performer, yet his solo was
unaffected. He was an instant hit
with the audience, most of whom
were familiar with his songs.

Little Angels
Eruption

ASUOP "Invaded" by New Wave
ASUOP Social Presents A NEW WAVE ROCK SHOW on
the UC Pation Wed. May 7, 1980 from 11:30 am-1:30 pm.
The show will be free. The Invasions are a San Francisco
band forging the shape of rock and roll for the 80's. The
group's material shows a wide variety of feelings, yet main
tains an edge and style thatTy»asily identifiable. The band's
focus is on the dynamic lead vocalist, Flavia, coupled with
thematic keyboard lines, a stinging guitar, and a rhythm sec
tion inventive yet solid.

Heartbeat
ocky Horror Picture S

Little Darlings
Every Which Way Bui
Heros of Large
Gilda Live
Serial
Eletric Horseman
Just You and Mo Kid

'All That Jazz'covers all that jazz-and more

Black Stallion
Alien

By Greg Morales
S t a f f Writer

Winner of 4 Academy Awards,
All That Jazz, is an extraordinary
movie. Directed and choreographed
by Bob Fosse, this film includes
terrific costumes, creative, deman
ding dance routines and graceful
photography.
Based on Fosse's real-life ex
periences, this movie deals with love,
friendship, determination, you know,
all that jazz and a subject that is not
dealt with that much. . .death. For
Joe Giddon (Roy Seheider), life is just
a way to die. Death is what he is
waiting for because he thinks that it
will be beautiful and worth the pain
that he is constantly suffering.
Niether his girlfriend (Ann Reinkig)
not his ex-wife (I.eland Palmer) can
understand his obsession with death.
Moving in and out of flashbacks,
we are never quite sure of where we
are in Giddon's mind. Has he ex
perienced death and re-telling the

•••

Director Bob Fosse

storv? Or is he going through death
and explaining
us |low death might
be? It really doesn't seem that the
movie was made for us to probe, but
to view.
Under Fosse's direction
there is plenty to view. The technical
elements of All That Jazz are ex
cellent. Since the plot is based on
Fosse's own experiences, his own
fascination with death becomes a
spectacle on the screen. It is amazing
to view the many different and com
plete approaches that are revealed in
the movie. Scene after scene, death
becomes many things. If it seems that
the subject of death is overused in this
review it is because it is overused in
the movie.
But creative ideas and strong
unity in the presentation of these
ideas make All That Jazz an unforget
table film. Whether we are dealing
with Giddon's realistic world or his
fantasy world there is constant color,
excitement and sound that dazzels
our own concepts. The costumes are
clever, colorful and well designed.
The music moves the pace of the
movie expertly along.
The best
technical element of fhe film
however, is the photography by
Gueseppe Rotunno. He has captured
the inner struggle of the world of
theatre and what it takes to make it to
the top. His camera angles are sen
usually overlooked in movies, but in
sitive and interesting. His opening
All That Jazz such detail has boon
shots
are some of the*
given to both. In return, they have
best in the entire movie. He moves
given the movie a rich and classy
the camera in and around the dancers
finish.
as they audition for the lead roles in a
big Broadway show. Added to the
Seheider
is
convincing
graceful photography is the excellent
throughout the movie. His strong
editing.
Both of these areas are
front and attitudes about death are

?EE semi-fc
i nc6 May 1i

Roy Seheider portrays
director

Joe

Giddori

"All That Jazz."

Here,

Giddon finds a potenu<d
lover in Victoria (6efio,a'1
Geffner). "All That JazZ
deals with director

Bob

* t h6
Fosse's experiences in
theater.

slowly acted and in his reversal at the
end of the movie, he is simply
brilliant. His day to day routine of
waking, taking a shower, putting in
the eye drops, popping pills and top
ped off with a half-cheerful "show
time" make you feel sympathy for his
character. It becomes painful for us
to watch this man who is multi-

e ^S„X VaT

lana,i™
t
Including his trade-marks in his
choreography, glOVes, hats and plen

:ffj
There is a constant echo e ^
between this desire to stay in ..Jlly
tasy world and what is realis"1'

^"X. l a z z . a b e a u .iivj
unified movie that will pleas'
theatre goers. All That Ja2'
movie spectacle celebration
should not be missed.
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'70's America mirrored in "Wayside"

HOVlf
©WIDE

By Linda Anderson
Staff Writer

In its final production of the
year, the University of the Pacific s
Drama Department is presenting The
Wayside Motor Inn, an intriguing
and unusual play where the sounds
and messages of middle class
America of the 1970s can be heard
and interpreted.

Regency Cinemas

In this unique performance, five
couples spend an evening at the
Wayside Motor Inn, a motel built
near Boston on historical ground of
the Revolution. Each couple depicts
a different but typical American
situation reflecting life in the United
States.

7809 Etna
957-8926
All t h a t J a z z
Kramer v s . K r a m e r . . .
Breaking Away and.
Norma Rae
Lady & the Tramp

"It has been an unusual play to
stage," reflected Kahn. "The lack of
apparent interaction among the
characters makes it a very unique
production. One reason I like the
play is the fact that there are no leads
and no minor parts. Each part is
equally important. For some, it is a
first experience in a major university
production."

1 9

5:10,

" " T!iT
7:30, 9:30
u - 3 : 1 5, 5:25, 7:30, 9:45
3:20, 7:25
12-30 W VA' LIS' 5 : 2 ° - 9 : 2 5
' 2 30- 2:40, 4:50, 7:00. a-in

Stockton Royal
1825 Pacific Ave
466-4941
Death Ship
Where the Buffalo Roams
Moonraker . . . .

All five couples remain on stage
throughout the play, each situated in
their own motel room. The charac
ters converse separately in dialogues
that are relevant and related to one
another, though the couples are
unaware of their interaction.

Dr. Sy Kahn, director of the
production, was pleased with last
weeks' opening performances and
hopes this week's final showings will
be
even
more
successful.

ca!!

Ior t!17168
f°r times
call for times

-
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Sherwood
321 W. Yokuts Ave.
477-9325
dctfi(
mast, :

Apocalypse Now

M-F

7:00 9 45

"Wayside Motor Inn" director Sy
Kahn

Sat. Sun. 1:30, 4:15, 7:00, 9:45

^2

The Wayside Motor Inn speaks of,
the "American Condition:"
the
social and political experiences of our
contemporary
world
with
its
casualties and survivors.

"That apple pie is nothing but crap in a crust!"

"Of course it has its humorous
and highly dramatic points," said
Kahn, "but the result of the play is
greater than the sum of its parts. The
conclusions about life each in
dividual member of the audience
comes up with are one of the play s
main attraction. In these scenes from
American life, we can see and hear
ourselves as we stand between a
distant beginning and an unguessed
future."

Final performances of the "The
Wayside Motor Inn" will be May 1,2,
and 3, at 8:00 p.m. in the Long
Theatre.
Tickets are $4.00 for
general admission and $2.00 for
students, faculty, staff, and senior
citizens. Tickets can be purchased at
the theatre box office Monday
through Friday, 1-5 p.m. Calls for
reservations can be made at 9462289.

i)"r''Vi|

West Lane Drive In

Clapton polished on live album

N. West Lane & Hammer Lane
477-4864
Starting Friday:
Humanoids from the Deep
Up from the Death

n'
ur Pat*

8:10,11:10
. 9:55

Hammer Lane Drive In
N. West Lane & Hammer Lane
477-4864
Foxes
California Dreaming

8:10,11:45
10:15

Bijou

Eric Clapton
Just One Night

157 W.Adams
466-8437
Little A n g e l s
Eruption

ca"

f°r times
call for times

University Center

V.7 . V . S u r f ' 3 , 6 ', 9

California Suite

Valley Theatre
6543 Pacific Ave.
477-0291

y N ew Waj

>u

,

....7:00,9:00

S S C H° rro, Picture

Festival

A V E ROCK SHOWi

i 11:30 am-1:30|

6436 Pacific Ave.
251-2163

i nre a San Franci!
oil for the 80 s.
of feelings, yet rot
antlfiable. The bar
F l e v i a , coupled
tar. a n d a rhythm sflf|

1 nn 9 • 9 R 4 50 7:00, 8:45, 10.25
Little Darlings
' 2-^ ' '
' 1 00 5:05,9:25
Every Which Way But Loose
' 3;05> 7;1 5
Fleros of Large
5:10, 8:45
Gilda Live
3:30, 7:05, 10:35
Serial
1 00, 4:50, 8:40
Eletric Horseman.
7:00, 1 0:45
lust You and Me Kid .

Plaza
5757 Pacific Ave.
478-5965
1:00, 3:40, 7:00, 9:20
>{.:'l5, 3:25, 5:25, 7:30, 9:2b

Black S t a l l i o n

Alien.

By Kevin Bartram
Not surprisingly, British guitargreat Eric Clapton's new live effort is
a clean, high-energy tour de force of
some of the ex-Yardbird's best blues
as well as some excellent jammin".
Clapton continues to be a truly topnotch professional.
Just One Night, a two-record set,
recorded at the near legendary
Budokan theatre in Tokyo in Decem
ber of 1979, is so studio-clean that
one almost forgets it's a live album.
The only time the listener really
thinks of this LP as a live set is when
the mellow applause and cheering is
heard between tracks.
Which brings up an especially
pleasing point about "Just One
Night". The usual frantic and distor
ted audience noise found on most live
rock albums is missing from this one.
This is probably merely a reflecI tion of the type of crowd that would
witness a Clapton show (a mellow,
precise performer produces a mellow,
concentrating audience), but it is still
a pleasing quality of the overall
package.
The album features a great group
, of musicians, with Albert Lee helping
Clapton out on guitars, vocals and
! keyboards; Henry Spinetti, drum
ming; Chris Stainton on keyboards
and bassist Dave Markee. Lee stands
out as the vocalist on "Setting Me

I

Paid Positions Available
FREE semi-formal
jortraV5

dance May 10

Gidd""'
On Saturday May 10, 1980 "?
Raymond Great Hall from 8 P m'
a.m. ASUOP Social will P!"ese^
IS
FREE
semi-formal dance.
pot*'
ce will be a "Just before finals ulcer
|relieving eveht."

I
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Th*1

Jil

A.reC10'

1 feel that the S a t u r d a y before
Rnals is an ideal tinK-oran
this caliber. 1 invite all ASUOP card
holders to attend this, the last Pvent of the school year.
, We will have the maestro Marty
Johnson as our D.J
There w
Ranee contest with trophies and cash
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Up" and.can be heard as a backup on
On "Wonderful Tonight," his
i
i
1:
efmnrror Fnan
live vocals were stronger
than fnpv
they
many guitar leads.
sounded
on
the
studio
version,
which
However, it is Clapton's show
first
appeared
on
1978's
and Clapton's album and Just One
"Slowhand."
Night is Clapton at his best.
One song that really stands out is
Other songs which appear on the
"Worried Life Blues," a truly ex
double-record set are "Blues Power
cellent blues tune. Keyboards are
(a Clapton "Johnny B. Goode "),
perfect here but Clapton's solo are
"Further On Up The Road," "Ram
beautiful - absolutely some of the best
bling On My Mind," "All Our Past
live blues released in quite a while.
Time," and, of course, the classic
Another top-notch blues number
"Cocaine." Very few critical com
included on the LP is "Early In The
ments can be made about any one
Morning." Again, Clapton exhibits
song on the album as the package of
the talents that have made him one of
tunes is nearly flawless.
the greatest English blues artists ever,
after evolving from a hard rock
Though it is not common_for
specialist with the Yardbirds and
Cream.
Included on the album is "Lay
Down Sally," one of Clapton's few
top-40 songs and a good catchy coun
try-type song.
Besides a mistake
Clapton makes in the lyrics, this tune
is flawless, though uneventful com
pared to other selections on the new
album.
One of these "eventful" numbers
is "After Midnight," a jam-song that
features some guitar work by Clapton
that is fast with a capital F! On this
song, it seems as though Clapton is
saying, "OK, you've heard my blues
and you wonder if I've still got the
rock in me - well, here it is!'
Clapton gives a double-dose of
rock on "After Midnight."
Then it's on to side three and
more blues with "Double Trouble,
which strongly reminds me of Led
Zeppelin's "Since I've Been Loving
You." Robert Plant's excellent vocals
aren't there, but Clapton's are more
than adequate.
However, the correlation bet
ween Zeppelin and Clapton has rest
in the relationship between E.C. and
Jimmy Page, Zeppelin's legendary
guitarist.
Clapton's guitar work
sounds so much like Page s on this
tune, I would not be surprised to
learn that it was Page and not the
album's star that performed here.
Fantastic
guitar
work
is
definitely exhibited on "Double
Trouble."

producer to win any honors for a live
album, I vote for Just One Night's as
"Producer of the Year" for 1980.
The recording and the music quality
is nearly perfect.
What else can be said about such
a trulv awesome album except:
Buy it, borrow it, record it or
steal it but somehow add "Just One
Night" to your record collection. If
anv live album of recent years is
destined to become a classic, Clap
ton's >S.
Many thanks to the Record Fac
tory in allowing this album to be usei
r.,.

In all fairness, I must clarify my
stand on Clapton's vocals. His bl
singing might not be the world's best,
but it fits his songs to a "T."

-Typesetting

* Circulation Manager

Awlications available at Pacifican 3rd
floor North Hall, until May 12th

Student Special
5x10
3 months $ 5 1 . 0 0
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Golf swings for NCAAs
"We're doing fine," says Golf
Coach Glen Albaugh. "We have the
talent, the courage, and the
coaching...but so do other teams."
The UOP golf team ranked third
in the Western district, (district 8),
are likely candidates to be invited to
the NCAA Championships at the end
of this month. The only team that has
it "locked up" is number one USC.
Behind USC is UCLA, then UOP,
Arizona, Fresno, and Stanford.

UOP baseball prepares for their final seven games. Monday night the Tigers played the Stockton Ports in an
exhibition game, and lost 5-1. Pictured is shortstop Steve Voight checking the pitch.
Photo by Steve Riach

Tiger baseball w i n d i n g d o w n ;
still missing c o n f i d e n c e
After hitting and pitching their
way into an early winning streak,
Tiger baseball slowed down their attack as they went into the second half
:of league play. Now, as they look to
their last games, they hope to "finish
strong", and possibly close out the
year with a streak as powerful as
that which opened it.
"We've nad a tough time," says
• Head Coach Tom Stubbs, "I think
that we've lost our confidence. We
• need to have a big play to establish
winning
confidence,"
continues
; Stubbs. If we can do that, we could
: get back our confidence and possibly
; finish si rung."
The Tigers assured themselves of

a' least a .500 season by defeating
University of Nevada at Reno two
games out of three this weekend.
Friday UOP won 8-6 with Greg
Unger pitching. Leader hitters were
Roy Gaebel, 3 for 5, 2 RBI's, 2 stolen
bases, and Mike Jackson 2 for 3, 2
RBI's.
In the first of two Saturday, Dave
Hoffmeister pitched a complete
game, helping the Tigers to a 4-1 win.
Hoffmeister scattered 7 hits in the
nine innings.
In the second game, UOP fell 104 to UNR. This puts UOP now at 510 in NCBA second half play and 2723 overall. Pitcher Bret Watson took
the loss. Leading hitter was Mike

karen!r comment/
Bv Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sports Editor

Jackson 1 for 2, 2 RBI's.
Wednesday the Tigers lost to San
Francisco State 4-3, bringing their
overall record to 25-22. No batter for
UOPhad more than one hit among
the 5 that SFS allowed.
Pitching in that game were Dave
Hoffmeister; 5 innings, 2 runs and
credited with the loss, and Bret Wat
son; 4 innings, 2 runs.
Pacific defeated San Francisco
State 4-2 Tuesday.
Leading hitters were Steve
Voight 2 for 3, Walter Poole 2 for 4,
and Roy Gaebel 2 for 4.
Greg Unger pitched the first 5
innings allowing 2 runs, and 8 hits.
Freshman Ron DuHumal pitched 4
innings, allowing no runs and no hits,
and took the win.
Monday night the Tigers will
play an exhibition game against
CalMex All Stars at Billy Hebert Field
in celebration of Cinco de Mayo.
This weekend the Tigers will
close out their season with a three
game series against USF. Friday
Pacific will face USF at home at 1
p.m. Saturday they will travel to San
Francisco for a doubleheader begin
ning at noon.

May 1 and 2 UOP placed ninth
in the Sun Devil - Phoenix Thunderbird Golf Classic at McCormick Ranch.
Pacific shot a 27 over par 387,
finishing behind five of the teams
they are challenging for one of the six

district 8 playoff spots.
.
Jim Rowse fell off to a 77 Satur
day and finished at 218. He was six
strokes behind the winner, Bobby
Clampetf from Brigham Young.
"Other teams have talented in
dividuals but it's up to the players
and the coaches to develop the skill
that's there and have the use ot
resources and proper facilties, says
Albaugh.
,
Their next tournament will be
May 9 when the PCAA Champion
ship will begin in Stockton, and will
continue through Saturday, to insure
a NCAA berth, UOP needs to play
well in this tourney.
Looking to the next season
Albaugh is optimistic for another
good year.

Smce we have reached the final issue of the
I acijican for the 1979-80 academic year, I will take
upon a characteristic of another famous columnist.
This trait is frequently referred to as 'garbage mouth."
Congratulations, and thank you to the senior
athletes for contributing to the enhancement of the UOP
athletic program while attending Pacific.
Your committment, time, sweat, pain, talent, and
effort was much appreciated and is to be commended.
Congratulations to the athletic department for
many achievements in this year.
Last but not least (?), congratulations to Ken Wornick for not only being Football Player of the Week
(April Fool's Eaition), but for claiming the title of
Player of the Year. Thanks for your space and time.
Do you have cold feet? Do you nave a jerklike way of
thinking? Does your dog bite? Is your column done?
Thank you. See you back on earth.

we have good coaching and g0od
resources."

Softball closes successful season
By Dale Yurong
In only their fourth year of
existence, the University of the
Pacific women's softball team has
become a league powerhouse.
Sporting a 10-6 record in NorCal
Conference play, the Lady Tigers
second place finish was the high point
of what was, by far, the most suc
cessful campaign in UOP softball
history. Their overall record was 2614.
.
First year head Coach Cindy
"Bucky" Reynolds, a Tiger assistant
the past two years, set two goals at
the beginning of the season. One was
to place high(lst or 2nd) in league
play and the other was to advance to
the regional play-offs. Although the
team did not compete in post season
play, Reynolds said "We showed
poise and support for one another in a
season marred by injuries."
The biggest set-back for the Lady
Tigers was the loss of senior centerfielder Debbie Botto, an all-league
selection, because of a broken thumb.
Botto missed most of the entire
season.
Theresa Flores, a transfer from
Ohlone JC, proved to be a

phenomenal addition to the pitching
staff. The junior right-hander fired
three no-hitters and five one-hitters
using her blazing 70 mph fastball.
She too, however, had a mid-season
mishap. An ankle injury kept her out
of the line-up for twp weeks.
An example which showed the
strength of the team was the Visalia
Tournament.
Neither Botto nor
Flores played but their positions were
more than adequately filled. Senior
Linda Hayashi, making the transition
from the infield to outfield, played
excellently and was named to the alltourney team. Joan Gallagher, in an
incredible show of strength and en
durance, pitched all six tourney
games and was also named to the alltourney team.
"Our injuries and problems ac
tually brought the tea closer," said
Reynolds. "We stuck together and
adjusted well to not only the injury
problems, but also to the fact that we
played top-notch teams such as Chico
State and Oregon State."
The leading hitter for the team
was Nikki "Hoover" Synodis, a
junior third baseperson who hit at a
.387 clip. Ana Ulloa, Laura Saulter
and Pam Rux also hit over .300 for

Title IX competes
Title IX. Equal benefits for both men and women.
In the original 1975 regulations under Title IX, there are 12
categories of expenditures that require equal benefits for both men
and women: ljwhether the selection of sports and levels of com
petition effectively accomodate the interests and abilities of mem
bers ol both sexes; 2)the provision of equipment and supplies;
3)schcduling of games and practice time; 4)travel and per diem
allowances; 5)opportunity to receive coaching and academic
tutoring; 6)assignment and compensation of coaches and tutors;
7)provision of locker rooms, practice and competitve facilities-,
8)provision of medical and training facilities; 9)provision of
housing and dining facilities and services; 10)publicity;
11 (recruitment; 12)sport service.
May 13 guidelines for implementing compliance will be
brought before the Board of Regents. From there it will come back
to University officials for implementation.
Statistics show that there are 75.1°/° men on sports rosters and
24.90/0 women on rosters. The financial resources are divided
78.73°/° men's athletics, 21.26°/° women's teams. Proportionally,
the women face a 3.640/0 difference. Allowing a 2.000/0 variable
for accounting, UOP is then 1.64°/° short of compliance.
As far as balancing the two ;men and women's athletics) there
looks to be an increase in spending for women while keeping men's
the same. If men's sports were to increase it would be too difficult
to have women match that. If men's sports funding were to
decrease to meet women's spending, there would be a dilemma,
and immense dissension. If men's sports funding remains the same,
and women's sports are brought up to be equal, all could be well at
UOP.
PAWS (Pacific Association for Women's Sports) will be a sup
port club for women's athletics (much like the Casaba Club or
Quarterback Club). Plans have been in the making since October,
and it should be functionable this upcoming fall. PAWS will
primarily be a fund-raising group, but will also be a service
organization, and social function.
Membership for the group has begun through a PAF (Pacific
Athletic Foundation) fund drive, and another membership drive is
expected this summer.
UOP then is nearing financial compliance but how close is
Pacific to balancing the other requirements?
Women's athletics have also drawn s£lf respect, and the
respect of the entire Athletic Department. The improvement in
women's programs, especially volleyball and basketball, has
worked for overall betterment.
The volleyball team has
dramatically changed thoughts about women's sports. The women
were ranked fourth in the nation in 1979, and are the only team in
UOP history to finish that high in national competition of any
kind.
I hope that in the near future UOP women athletics will have
more illumination than a light bulb hanging by wire in their locker
room, (amidst other facilities and equipment).

"We have a good schedule
returning players who played a W
and also some others that will be
moving up," says Albaugh. "We look
good even not counting new recruits
We have some recruits who are out
standing players, but we're not sure
of who we'll get. We'll have to see if
they're accepted to UOP and so for.
th," continues Albaugh, as we talk in
the financial aids office where
Albaugh is checking on the recruits'
eligibilty.
"We're playing well because we
have talent, number one, you can't be
good without it," says Albaugh,"and

the season.
ByDoriO-Hou'*"
In spite of their success, the team
did not receive ample support. Home
j Woo and Tina
attendance at Louis Park averaged w
°tir first round in <!•
only about twenty people. Reynolds
. : Tournament
cited location as the main reason for^°0jai
Tournament '*
la
the dismal turnout. "We definitelyftocyNiesand 1)o['1(„
need a softball diamond on campus,"Lnted the team m < "
she said. "One where students couid'!f„n dominated net
just take a short walk to watch our nt from kit R,VI s
games."
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and cam<
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by| TA Lutheran,
proving ourselves," she explained, f victory. 111 ''if next
The. team has, indeed, com# [sl to UCLA's 1
n < •'
along way in four short years.
years, r icn lost her second ron i
There's more to come, though.
with SantaBaj
Reynolds put it, "In two or three'9' . p|aver. Ni< and O'l
y e a r s , w e ' r e g o i n g t o t h e national 1 f v f i r s t round center
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For next season, three players"! ,
have been recruited. They are: s,tj!rl -p' 1(.S(|av wit! a goof
Becky Smith, a pitcher from Oregon; (fl np supporter- watch i
Catcher Laura Stubbs from Stockton; 01
I mI Davi
and Janei Landon, an outfielder from11
spi.nhi t and

Reynolds summarized the seasftfI . e , - " M " l i d !
as "a complete team effort.
with UOP succum
"Everyone contributed to our success*
and they should feel good about®1
themselves and their performance." The women's team is nov
itheseason and 2-2 in leagu
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Archania's Roaring Archites and SAE's Mad Doggers are two of the leading teams in the intramural softball
are now 6 - 0 and lead the league. In thisgame pictured they deafeated SAE 1 0 - 5
Photo by rima M a o
Once again a school year ends
and the I.M. program will rest after
May 9th. COED H20 POLO
TOURNAMENT scheduled for May
9th, 12:30 a.m. at the UQP pool.
Teams consist of 7 players; 3 males
and 4 females. Entries due May 8
with a $3.00 fee. It'll be held the last
day of classes before finals and it
should be a great way to R & R (rest &
relax) before any major studying
begins.
Today the playoffs in intramural
softball will continue, following
Friday's wins and losses. Remaining
teams and games: 4 pm; AIA vs.
BIODEGRADABLE,
SWAT
vs.
JOE'S B & G, FUDPUCKERS vs.
WINGS, R. ARCHITES vs. MAD
DOGGERS. 5 p.m; BULLDOGS vs.
FOREPLAY, HUSTLERS vs.CRAZY
LADIES, FUDPUCKERETTES vs.
SOUTHWEST, FOG vs. SECUN
DUM FUGGUM. 6 p.m; MOB vs.
HIGH
BAILERS,
ANSOM
MILLYvs. 69ers, WERNER WEST
vs.
NUE'E
ARDENTES,
KAHUNAS vs. UGLY WART HOGS.
Three coed terns went to
Stanford COORS I.M. FESTIVAL
Sat.
May 3rd.
SOCCER-Fred
Abrolat's team; SOFTBALL-Andy
Lewandowski's team;
VOLLEYBALL-Matt Kaohi's. Good
Luck teams!!! We're all rooting for
you!! GO GET UM TIGERS...gurr...
Thursday, May 8th at 6:00 p.m.
marks the SPRING I.M. AWARDS
CEREMONY. It will be held in the
-main gym. All Spring I.M. champs
will receive awards, and special
awards for all-stars and sportsman
ship will also be given out. The

r

intramuralft

whole campus is invited and refresh
ments will be served.
Anyone interested in helping out
with I.M. next year in a paid position,
volunteer position, or for course
credit please see KATHY KLEIN
now or before school's out.
Do you know those hard-working
persons who are responsible for our
I.M. Program????
A graduate student from CAL,
Bill Whitton is here at Pacific to get
his masters in Recreation. He plans
to graduate in Fall, 1981, and devote
his career to Youth Agencies
(American Humanics). Bill enjoys his
leisure time sipping gin & tonics and
laying, in the sunshinein addition to
swimming,
teaching
first
aid,
lifesaving and C.P.R. He's just com
pleted his WSI Instructor training
course. Congrats Bill!!!
Keith _Lowry graduated from
Western Washington University in
Bellingham, Washington with a
Physical Education degree. Before
finishing his student teaching at
Western Washington University, he
took 1 year off to travel around
Europe.
Once graduated, Keith
taught 2 years of hish school in
Curley, Washington and then decided
to pursue his'education at UOP to get
his masters degree in Sports
Psychology. This year he has volun
teered a great deal of his time as
assistant J.V. basketball coach.
Graduation plans are for June, 1981
and hopefully, he'll be coaching on

"X

J
the collegiate level. As of now, he has

no specific college preference, o <>u 11
make a great coach Keith with all of
your personal coaching techniques')
In his leisure time, he engages in
some type of physical activity . in
cluding running, plaving basketball, or cycling.
The one and only Tima Mao is a
native Samoan. He came to UOP in
1976 to attend Pharmacy school but
has decided to change his major to
biology this year. After completing
summer schoo1 1980, he graduate!
with a Biology degree with plans of
contmuing on to graduate school,
lima has worked in Pacific's IM
program for 2'/* years and knows a
vast majority of th
ae students here at
school. He's a fun, outgoing nercon"1
In addition to attending school and
helping with
campus for 30 horns a^edT^ °ff"
Taking
pictures and playing volleyball
are
his favorite leisuree activities. His
work, dedication and
keeps theI.M.staffmotivSdandm

the
K,e,n'
the
"head" of the iTn" Klein,
r
gram
received
her 4 year dJo? °
'
Education from Rutgers U • PhXsic?'
Brunswick N J Shi i n'versity in
stra University in w Uught at Hof-

for 1 year aS K
tinue W'
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-league. The Roaring Archites
masters in Theraputic. Recreation
Upon graduation, she went on t'
teach at Duke University for 5 yea(s.
In 1975 Kathy decided to establis
herself in Stockton and came to UOr
as
an
Assistant
Professor
Recreation. Boldly, she took on the
I.M. program in 1975 and has been
in charge since then. Up until Kathy
took it over, there hadn't been a
female in charge of I.M. here a
Pacific.
Alright Kathy!!! At
present, she is working on her doc
torate from Univ. North Carol'''3
with anticipation of completeing th'
degree in Dec., 1980. This past y<?a
Kathy was married to Jim Klein an
as a newlywed spends any leisU
time she has with her "hcibbic
Kathy is the busiest person on
staff and at times we wonder how s
does it. There's not a time she is n
organized, efficient,and cooperate •
Her drive and reinforcement giveS ^
I.M. program an immense amount
support. You've done a 'gr(^" 1 ,-j
with the program Kathy!! Keep
The I.M. staff thanks a" "'/a
hearty souls who umpired the •
softball games!! Without you,
would that allocated umpire
' go????..(Out to lunch
•
t u.
I'd like to let those on the \
staff know how much I ve enJ°rLe
working with the I.M. programhead-aches and heart-throbes
.
been worth it all. Good luck m
of your life's pursuits....!'" miss)
a»
^
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drafts 3 Tigers
Vassar, Cosgrove, House
Seniors Brad Vassar, Mike
House, and Jack Cosgrove have been
drafted by the National Football
League this week.
Vassar was picked seventh by the
Atlanta Falcons in the fifth round of
the NFL draft. Overall, he was the
117th player chosen and the 17th
linebacker picked by the pros.
Both House and Cosgrove were

eiehth round. Cosgrove
Coserove
chosen in the eighth
was taken in by the Seattle Seahawks.
House was picked by the New
England Patriots.
'I'm pretty happy," says Vassar.
"I'm
really
- —- realty excited.
vavhuu. xI iga
Ay wanted
to be drafted," adds Vassar.
As whether or not Vassar was
surprised, "they were one of the
teams that I thought I had a pretty

year
Tina Tseng demonstrates the talent that has
jeason.

Lynda Woo and Tina Tseng
,th won their first round in the 81st
Ojai Tournament last Thurlay. Nancy Nies and Dori O'Rourke
resented the team in doubles
Woo dominated her 1st round
ppponent from UC Riverside and
,uPWt| efeated her. Tseng took control of
'"imunityJ ier opponent, a former teammate
^plainejl rom Cal Lutheran, and came away
rith a victory. In the next round
'"Ort yean (Voo lost to UCLA's Lucy Gordon,
though i, seng also lost her second round in a
tw° or tin, Jose match with Santa Barbara's
natio^ lumber 1 player. Nies and O'Rourke
Dst their first round center court
•bree p|af| natch in a heartbreaker to Cal State
They art forthridge.
On Tuesday, with a good num(
''
rom Stixlrt# °f I-OP supporters watching,' the
' ' ady Tigers lost to UC Davis 3-6.
ut fie 1derlm
Voo, Kristin Spracht r and Nancy
ted the seaa Jies, all pulled out their singles mat
m effort." ches. Most of the other matches were
to our succa close, with UOP succumbing to
good abat iefeat.
The women's team is now 10-11
formance.
or the season and 2-2 in league play,
[his week thev will meet 2 good
rams on their* home courts. They
layed USF May 1, and San Jose
tate(a league match) May 2.
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Coach Bob Toledo coaches his
Ifirst year at Pacific.
|UOP defeated Iowa State, 24-7, in
[Ames, la. for first-ever win over a Big
[Eight school;
[lost by a combined total of just two
[points to the PCAA co-champions,
lUtah State and San Jose State;
1completed more passes (189) than
any other team in UOP history;
By Scott Swimley
[placed six men on the starting offenand defensive units of the AllThe UOP men's varsity tennis team,
currently 7-7, will travel to Long |PCAA first team, more than any
Beach on May 5th for the [other school in the conference;
PCAQPacific Coast Athletic Con UOP lead the PCAA in total, passing
ference)
Championships,
which and scoring defense.
Senior linebacker Brad Vassar
signifies not only the culmination of
Iwas
named Northern California
intercollegiate competition, but also
[Defensive Player of the Year and
determines the division champion.
For the past light years Pacific [played in the East-West Shrine Allhas finished in last place in the con |Star game;
ference. This year's squad consisting [Vassar and three other Tigers, Dallas
[Nelson, Mike House and Steve
of senior Captain George King at the
number one singles postion and [Goulart were named to the AP All|Coast team and were honorable men
Freshman Bob Gibbens at number
tion Ail-Americans, along with Jack
two, Scott Swimley at number three,
[Cosgrove and Mike Merriweather;
Mike Howorth at four, John Lee at Linebacker Mike Merriweather was
five, and Kenny Marchman at the
[the only sophomore named to the
number six singles position, may
[starting 22 of the All-PCAA team;
hopefully boost Pacific's ranking.
[Freshman
Quarterback
Sander
First year Coach Marsh Reynolds [Markel completed more passes in one
set a goal for his team in the begin [game (24) and one season (186) than
ning of the season to overcome the [any other passer in the UOP annuals;
handicaps of being a small school. In
[Markel also compiled more total of
comparison to the large schools in the fense than any other first-year player
conference Pacific had less means for
[in the nation;
athletic recruiting as well as athletic [Senior Tight End Mike House caught
appropriations. Reynolds feels that [more passes than any other tight end
his netters can use these disabilities to
the country (52) and finished
their advantage. UOP may never be |second on UOP's all-time pass
a perennial powerhouse in the [receiving list;
division, however it is feasible for the [Defensive Tackle Bruce Filarsky was
Tigers to finish among the top five [one of only two players in the nation
teams.
to receive the "Athletic-Academic
[Triple Crown" - winning Academic
[All-America honors (CoSida), being
awaYded an NCAA Postgraduate
[Scholarship, and being named one of
] 11 scholar athletes by the National
[Football Foundation and Hall of
|Fame.

omen playing hard;
en look to next year
By Dori O'Rourke

J

.acrosse ends year
By Dea Johnson
and
By Greg Zatman
In a close, exciting game the
igers again went down in defeat. At
he Davis homefield UOP put on a
?spectable performance, marred
mly by a few moments ol futility.
)espite controlling much of the game
leTigers failed again to pull it out in
he wanning moments.
U.O.P. LaCrosse has achieved a
evel of ability that enables the team
o stay competitive in most games
ind despite the desire to win, there is
"killer instinct".
The Tigers
played well against League Power
louses and had many tight battles
H'ith other teams.
,
,
•
• <
Davis earned an early '^d an
vent into halftime with a 5-2 leaaThe
Tigers began to click in the r
5
Archh*
Th« Roadnfl
quarter and scored the next our
[oals in five minutes to lead b- •
Recre^ he remainder of the game the ac io
lb
*as fast and furious characterized by
d hitting and hot tempers.
a
was able to drive a goal home o
to
'he game in the opening momentts
'he fourth quarter. The rest o
)fess°r
, took01!
md
, .mlii K

Kj

quarter witnessed fine team plaving
on the part of both teams each able to
score 3 more goals.
In the last
minutes the climatic build up ex
ploded as a fight broke out involving
both benches and most of the tans
who happened to be most of the Davis
Football team. Finally Davis iced the
game on a man up opportunity
allowed by an untimely mistake. The
Tigers of the week were Dave Brewer
who is closing a n outstanding career
as a Tiger, Dave Stewart and Hank
O'Dougherty.
Since the season is winding to a
close, perhaps some speculation
toward the future is in order. With
the loss of perrenial league allstars
Todoshi Hironaka, and Dea Johnson
as well as the number one midfielder
Dave Brewer, the Tigers will have
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sports - highlights from '79-'80
Softball

awards banquet, he was voted MVP
by his teammates. Other banquet
winners included McGuire (Most In
spirational, Senior Academics and
co-captain), Paul Demsher and Norm
Edwards (Most Improved) and
McLaughlin (Co-Captain and "Mr.
Team").
The Tigers extended a home
winning streak at the Stockton Civic
Auditorium in 18 games (19 in PCAA
play) before seeing it snapped in late
January. In non-conference activity,
they defeated highly-regarded Por
tland, 87-75, and in league play
defeated Fullerton State for the first
time ever on the road and stopped
eventual PCAA Tournament winner
San Jose State (with whom they tied
for third in the PCAA) in the final
regular season game. UOP figures to
be in the thick of the PCAA title chase
again next year.

Swimming
Highlights in swimming this year
were the team performances and the
individual performance of Dave
McAlpine for the Men's team, and
Paula Moore who qualified for post
season competition and who "sup
ported the women."

Women's Basketball
The Lady Tiger basketball team
had the most dramatic turn-around
this year of any UOP sport. The
Tigers were 6-19 last season, and this
year they turned it around to 16-11.
UOP beat Stanford for their first
NorCal victory in 4 years.
Junior Karen Peets was named to
the 2nd team All NorCal, while her
coach Mark French took Co-Coach of
the Year Award in the NorCal con
ference.
Peets also is now the all-time
leading UOP soccer and rebounder.

Men's Basketball
Coach Dick Fichtner takes over
|as head coach.
UOP basketball posted their
[third straight winning season. The
[Tigers ended the season two wins
|short of a NCAA Playoff berth.
Tigers were plagued with injury
|before regular season began. Junior
Iforward and sixth man Rick Paulsen
is forced to the sidelines with a
[knee injury and never played a
[minute. Two games into the season,
[starters Matt McGuire and Matt
[Waldron were knocked out with
[ankle and knee injuries respectively.
[McGuire returned after 12 games.
|UOP, which had been favored to win
[the PCAA for a second consecutive
|year, was now a new squad.

SOmThegsU

tus of several returning
rather questionable. Yet
experienced players

Although he was not named
P^er a
MVP of the PCAA as he was ofter his
given
[sophomore campaign, Cornelius had
which the Tiger
[an even better all-aroung year and
has located the future could!
considerably. If not...another long [won nearly every other honor. He
[earned first team All-PCAA status
hard season lies ahead.
[again, earned honorable mention All|America accolades from AP and lead
[the PCAA in scoring while breaking
I UOP records.
Cornelius became the Tigers
Ipremier
single season scorer, comwill be coming to]
and Ohio St.
challenge
UOP's| [piling 670 points, and is now ranked
Stockton
to
[among the all-time top ten in scoring
nationally ranked team
[(3rd), rebounding (7th) and assists
exciting
|
There will be a lot of
l(8th). At the annual UOP basketball
volleyball for
for" tl._
the public
to see next|
„
out on
on the
fall, don't miss ""t
the action.

SPORTS BRIEFS

® There are only two shor
eft before the Cascade Steelers
traveling to Portland for
)pen National Tournament
ie top teams from throughout _
country will be attending this yea >
leisjf event.
conArChfghtain<to Alpha^hi Mptj
The Steelers have been bodies
nesday nig
"ioning their minds and
sponsored Greek "Basketball Tour
rtroughout the spring session in
t Archania, by winning that!
.nid''1
Preparation for this tourname ,
aamentook the championship title.
he major emphasis in training hj» g
• cr-rer will participate!
Jeeni in the last couple week. ^ 4
.^TanloXwomefs SocceJ
in
Practice times have
Mav 10 and 11. lms|
week, not to
^Ueyball workouts a
Rf. T°.Vr"!Tconclude their season.
will then cc
Mention the running and
g
iihv
"ng program that they also do.
PAp (Pacific Athletic Foun•The PAf
ira
^ {jrst of five
the8 Steelers are w°*'nf JjCr
all ofA'|
dation)
will
beg
p morel
not only for the open seaso ,
dr a
r d
r.-<l
'he 1980 collegiate season wheni
Y teeks "f l"" c ™ ac t"The athle«ic|
women s
iheci:ome
•^S&rMnhaup,.a,2472.
the
U.O.PIt is very
rllHl
°tteyball team..once again—dzP9—
i \1;|
needed for fieldl
Important to have that extra,
thf ,J
Manag-erS,f?bairfo7the 1980-81|
(>|1
|'he offseason to work on
g
,i tt
hockey and so!
IV*
Ijrengths as well as
piaying
season.
j„r„rment is available]
Tuition deferment
l|Especially when they wi
year.
|M
h' 1 '
e**,
a
' k ' n V ' 'Pugh schedule again n^^ places for students.
information contact
,J
hey will be traveling to and Utah.
n"
r
®s Hawaii, Los Angeles, Oklahoma,
A,hle"e Depar'
eams such as Houston,
tmenk 946^24^

dit

mentTvIssa*
comments vassar.
House and Cosgrove were
unavailable for comment.
Four other players are con
sidering contracts as free agents.
They include Mike Whited - Detroit
Lions, Dallas Nelson - Oakland
Raiders, Roy Gaebel - Los Angeles
Rams, and Levell Quiller - Dallas
Cowboys.
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Football

given her a record this
Photo by Tlma Ma'O

ason

in

good chance with. They talked to me
awhile at the East-West Shrine
Game."
May 14-17 Vassar will be atten
ding a mini-camp in Atlanta where
he will be introduced to the program
and go through some testing. This
will mean that Vassar will miss
graduation.
"I'm not too upset about missing
jrraduation^jnissedjn^Jiigh^chooj^

Baseball
UOP baseball began the first half
of league play with a 17-5 record at
one point, and then a 21-9 record.
That was the best start that a UOP
baseball team has ever had.
The excitement of the first half,
which gave the Tigers a chance at a
NorCal chamionship was a definite
standout in the season. Pacific lost
the 1st half Championship to Fresno
(they also won 2nd half play), ranked
4th in the nation.
A momentous victory for the
UOP was their 11-5 defeat of UC
Berkeley which at that time leading
the Pac-10 in baseball, and are
ranked in the top 20 in the nation.
The second half of the league
play was disappointing for the Tigers
fell into a slump from which they
never fully recovered.
Individual highlights: Pat Tobin
now leading hitter with a .293 bat
ting average and has stolen 27 of 33
bases. Rob Brzezinski has stolen 33
of 39 bases. Steve Voight leads the
team in number of hits, 51. Walter
Poole has 29 RBI's, and 7 homeruns
this season. Roy-Gaebel leads the
team in runs scored, and in doubles
hit. An outstanding single game per
formance would be that of Joe
Carrozzi. In a three game series
Carrozzi was 7 for 11, with 10 RBI's.

In one game, he was 3 for 4, 7 RBI's,
and his hits included a 2 run
homerun,
2
outs-bases-loadedsingle,a clutch hit in the 9th (2 outsbases-loaded-double) to win the
game.
Bret Watson leads pitching with
a record of 7-3 and a 1.85 ERA.
Dave Hoffmeister, Greg Unger, Dan
Swanson, and Ron Duhamel all
provided good performances and
displayed potential.

Volleyball
The UOP volleyball team by far
had the most successful season of any
UOP team to date. The Lady Tigers
were ranked 5th in the nation at the
outset of the season and completed
the season 4th in the nation.
Team highlights included win
ning all 19 home matches, including
a come-from-behind victory over
number 1 ranked University of
Hawaii, in a crowded Delta Gym.
Community interest grew immensely.
The team participated in the first
Wendy's Classic, during which they
beat UCLA.
Individual honors include Coach
of the Year Award for Terry
Liskevych. Jayne Gibson was named
to the 1st team All America in
Volleyball Magazine, Nancy Lan
caster 2nd team All America in
Volleyball Magazine, and first team
AIAW, and Kim McDonald received
Honorable mention in Volleyball
Magazine. Lancaster, Gibson, and
Patty Berg were named first team All
NorCal. McDonald and Judy Lee
were named to second team All Nor
Cal. Lancaster also was named team
MVP for the 3rd consecutive year.

The women's Softball team was
hurt by injuries this season.
Especially those injuries sustained by
third baseman Debbi Botto (broker
thumb), and Pitcher Theresa Flore^
(sprained ankle).
Despite the injuries, though, the
team had a successful season. Their
overall record 26-14, and NorCalJ
record 10-6 were unmatched in UOP|
softball.
The leading hitter for the teaml
was Nikki Synodis with a .387 bat-f
ting average.
Ana Ulloa, Lauraj
Saulter, and Pam Rax also hit over|
.300.
With the addition of three newl
players, outlooks for next season- are|
optimistic.

Golf
The men's golf team is expected
to get their first ever team invite to
the NCAA Championship.
Tournament highlights include
an exciting finish at ihe Western In
tercollegiate Tournament.
Fine play and consistency
marked the final round of play.
Individual contributions that
"probably made a difference' in fhs
team's performance were contributed
by Jim Rowse, Bryan Pini, Scott
Wenborn, Chris Baxter. Bill Corbett,
and Jim Evans.

Women's Tennis
The women's tennis team suf
fered the loss of number one player
Debbie DuHamel. "We lost a good
player, and a stabilizing force," says
Coach Gordon Graham.
The team saw marked im
provement and consistent perfor
mance where it was unexpected. A
number of players improved their
match play considerably over the last
season. The team has three top
players with records above .500.
According to Graham, there
were 4 or 5 matches that could go
either way. Another highlight would
be the defeat of Fresno at Fresno, 5-4.
It was the first UOP victory against
Fresno in the history of women's ten
nis.
The Lady Tigers began the
season strong by defeating 3 teams
that they had never defeated before;
Reno,Davis, and Las Vegas.

Soccer
Since the men's soccer tear
closed out their regular season 2-19,|
they had been working hard training
ana preparing for last weekend':
tournament.
Last weekend the men par-]
ticipated in a Stanford soccer tour-|
nament both Saturday and Sunday.
The Tigers tied up UC Berkeley 0-0,1
and Santa Clara 2-2. Santa Clara are|
last year's defending league cham-|
pions. The men also lost some gamesj
but as Coach Bruce Spalding states,|
"they were respectable losses," at the
most a 2 goal difference.
Looking to next year Spauldingj
foresees improvement and newj
people as factors that might lead to a|
surprising season next year.

Men's Tennis
Men's tennis finshed the season 6-1
13.

The team had only 1 upper class[
player, therefore allowing manyj
young players to compete.
This experience will be a definite|
advantage in future years.

Field Hockey
The women's field hockey team|
won it's first conference game in it's 3|
years of existence.
Increasing skill and competition!
highlighted the '79 season, along|
with increased enthusiasm, and|
potential gained from experience.
The team also had a successful
recruiting season. Three top recruitsj
are; Carmela Villafuerte from San J
Diego, Diana McCue and Megan|
Brick, both from Maloney College in|
Fremont, California.
Villafuerte was chosen
asl
Western League Player of the YearJ
and was one of the five top players inj
San Diego.
Both McCue and Brick,j.c. tran-|
sfers, bring experience to the team.

Water Polo
The men's water polo team lost|
many close games this season. If I
those one or two point losses had been|
turned to UOP's favor, that could J
have very well made a difference in|
the 14-18 season.
Despite the fact the UOP finished ]
last place in the PCAA tournament, [
Jeff Sealy was named to 2nd Team]
All-Tournament.

J.V. baseball ends year with an 1 1-3 victory
By Steve Riach
Pacifican Staff Writer
The UOP j v. baseball team en
ded the 1980 season 011 a winning
note, with a dominating 11-3 victory
over UC Berkeley Saturday.
The Tigers, in playing what was
perhaps their best baseball ot the
season, collected 15 hits off of two
Berkeley pitchers, in registering
their season ending rout.
.
The attack was led by (tncaptain) Second Baseman
eve
Smith who was 4 for 5 with two
singles, a double, a homerun, a
RBI's. Also lending support we
Third Baseman Matt Dulick

collected two hits and 3 RBI's, and
Rightfielder Devin Ruby with two
hits and two RBI's.
The pitching was also very good
with Bill Bartz throwing three ex
cellent scoreless innings, followed by
Steve Riach who hurled five strong
innings to pick up his first win, and
Paul Varoff who shut down the Bears
in the final stanza.
Each Player in the UOP line up
and at least one hit; six of them had
two or more. Conversely, only one
Cal Player had more than one hit.
With the Bats going strong, the
pitchers firing well, and the defense
gathering everything in sight, the
Tigers went out in style. It was a
true, all around team effort.

The Berkeley victory pushed the
Tigers' season record to 6-20, and
showcased UOP's best baseball of the
season.
The season held some interesting
surprises - the most pleasant being the
showing of converted Pitcher Dave
Derby at first base. Derby ended up
as the team's leading hitter, with a
.390 avg.
The pitching was shaky and the
defense suspect at the beginning of
the season, but both came through in
the end, and tightened greatly on the
way.
The hitting was very good, with
five players finishing with averages of
.300 or above.
Although the wins came in

frequently, the season was a success
because it was exciting, enjoyable,
and a great learning experience for
the players.
As Coach Stan Rogers said, the
season was a success because, "each
player from 1 to 16 showed great im
provement from the beginning of the
year to the last game. Also, the guys
came together as a team and really
had a good time. For these reasons, I
feel we accomplished our major
goals."
Overall, the 1980 j.v. baseball
season was a very special time for
Rogers and his players, and proved to
be an experience none of them will
ever forget.
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A look at the plansfor a Greater Pacific
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FOR A GREATER PACIFIC
is the name of the $30 million capital gifts
campaign in progress at the University of
the Pacific. The campaign, designed to
strengthen every segment of Pacific, will
assure the continued development of the
University, promising future generations of
students an education of exceptional
merit.
An increased endowment for academic
enrichment, funds for major construction
projects and numerous renovations will be
made possible by answering the campaign
challenge. With a concerted community ef
fort the University will be able to sustain
the ever changing needs of excellence.

The purpose of a capital campaign is to
provide new resources for the University
from the gifts of friends. These gifts allow
the purchase of items normally not provid
ed for in the annual budget. At Pacific the
every day expenses of operation are sub
sidized from the "Pacific Fund." Our major
capital needs and unusual expenses have
to be met by a special funding program
which must be conducted in addition to
the annual fund. This effort to build a
Greater Pacific, is the capital campaign
now underway.

AND NOW

The University of the Pacific was found
ed on little more than faith by a small
group of Methodist Missionaries who, in
the tumultuous days of the California gold
rush, met in San Francisco to lay the foun
dation for "an institution of university
quality." What they created in 1851 was to
be California's first chartered institution of
higher learning, an institution which has
continued to pioneer education in the
great American West.
Throughout its early years in Santa Clara
and San Jose, the College of the Pacific, as
it was called for many years, constantly
faced financial stress. The problems of the
college were further compounded by the
competition for students brought about
with the establishment of nearby Stanford
University, San Jose State Normal School,
Santa Clara University, and Mills College.
Rapidly, the San Francisco Bay area
became saturated with educational
resources.
With the arrival of President Tully C.
Knoles in 1919, the college grew into the
future. Upon the advice of the Rockefeller

In 1971 Stanley E. McCaffrey assumed his
position in Pacific's great chain of leader
ship. As president, he was to direct an in
stitution that had undergone a remarkable
growth, both in student numbers and in
programs offered. Under Dr. McCaffrey's
direction the University took bold steps to
strengthen the quality of the institution
and improve the physical resources of
Pacific. Foremost was the purchase of the
former campus of San Joaquin Delta Com
munity College. The seizing of this oppor
tunity assured the University of a once-ina-lifetime chance to fulfill many of its
growth and development requirements.
Because of the South Campus acquisition:
The School of Education and the
Holt-Atherton Center for Western
Studies were able to relocate into
remodeled and program-accom
modating facilities;
The Martin Library was able to ex
pand into space previously oc
cupied by Western Americana;
The Conservatory was able to
build 35 practice rooms, music
laboratories and faculty studios
in space previously occupied by
the School of Education;

Foundation and with the enthusiastic en
couragement of the San Joaquin Valley
Community, the campus moved to its prer
sent location in Stockton in 1924.
When Robert E. Burns assumed the
presidency of the University in 1947, his in
augural address, "Pioneer or Perish," set
the tone for his administration. During his
tenure the University attained stature as
being a bold innovator among educational
institutions.
The 1960's at Pacific saw rapid expansion
and development. Cluster Colleges were
established in the finest tradition of the
liberal arts. New programs emphasized the
viability of the Conservatory of Music and
the Schools of Education, Engineering and
Pharmacy.
Two prestigious professional schools join
ed the University: McGeorge School of
Law in Sacramento and the College of
Physicians and Surgeons in San Francisco
became the University's School of Den
tistry. Pacific became, indeed, a com
prehensive and cosmopolitan university.

A Science facility, now called
Olson Hall, was made available
to the Department of Physics;
thus returning badly needed
space to the School of Pharmacy;
A 450 seat auditorium, the Long
Theatre, was refurbished to ac
commodate drama and music
productions and other alluniversity events;
A building was remodeled to
house the Drama Department
with classrooms, offices, a
studio theatre and a stage-craft
area. This relocation returned
space to the School of Pharmacy;
-The Departments of Math
ematics and Biology were
relocated to a major classroom,
laboratory, and office building,
assuring them of adequate space
for program development;
-The Computer Center, formerly
located fn the basement of the
Cowell Health Center, was
relocated to central campus and
placed in a specially designed
environment.

. . .to continue to meet the needs FOR A
GREATER PACIFIC, the President and the
Regents of the University, working in con
junction with academic and administrative
leadership, have launched the most com
prehensive capital gifts campaign in the
129-year history of the University.
Projects planned, progressing, or com
pleted as a result of the early stages of the
campaign FOR A GREATER PACIFIC in
clude:

"tmrm

A new Science Center, formed by
joining Olson Hall and the Class
room Building with a newly con
structed two-story chemistry
laboratory building, will be a ma
jor step toward accommodating
increased student interest in the
life and physical sciences. Com
pletion date is scheduled for
December, 1980.
•The Speech, Hearing and
Language Center, housing the
Department of Communicative
Disorders, now provides a
spacious and modern setting for
training for careers in communi
cative disorders. The Center also
provides clinical services to area
residents. Plans are underway for
the remainder of the former Delta
College building to accom
modate the Department of
Psychology.
A major addition to the Irving
Martin Library is planned as part
of a multi-phase program for
Library development;

While renovation and relocation have
gone on, new construction projects have
commenced. The Pacific Club, built to ac
commodate all-university conferences,
meetings and socials, has become the
focal point of activity on the rim above
Pacific Memorial Stadium. The Raney
Recreation Area adjacent to the gym
nasium and the Olympic-sized Kjeldsen
swimming pool have been constructed to
meet student needs for additional recrea
tional space.
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As funds become
available, construction will bei n
facility for the Art 3' on a new
Department;

The School of Pharmacy physical
plant will be renovated to meet
program needs and to provide for
student affairs, audio-visual in
struction, and increased
secretarial-clerical services;
The School of Education facility
will be improved to accom
modate all programs offered by
the School in one central loca
tion.

Also in the planning stage are
facilities for Student Services. A
comprehensive Center will house
the offices for Student Life,
Housing, and Financial Aid. An
International Student Center,
Residence Hall improvements
and Intramural Facilities are also
scheduled as a part of the cam
paign FOR A GREATER PACIFIC.

iSii'I. HI- i
As the capital campaign continues, addi
tional building and renovation will occur:
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The Conservatory of Music is to
have new rehearsal studios,
recording studio, practice rooms,
faculty offices and studios, and a
recital hall;
The School of Business and
Public Administration will move
.into a new and permanent home
providing identity and effective
space for faculty and students;

Spanos Center
The Spanos Center, named for
University Regent and benefac
tor Alex G. Spanos, will begin
campus and community service
in late 1980. The 6,000 seat facili
ty will be used for concerts, con
ferences, activity classes, in
tramural and intercollegiate
sports activities, and a variety of
other activities.
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Legal Studies. The School of Dentistry will
be funding laboratories and clinics,
research, and scholarships.
The campaign FOR A GREATER PACIFIC,
organized regionally, has two phases: ma
jor gifts and general solicitation. The next
year will see the major gifts phase em
phasized. To date, over 11 million dollars
have been raised.
Once again Pacific stands at the cross-

roads. In the finest tradition of her history,
her leaders have assumed their respon
sibility. In the present challenge, the
University embarks on an ambitious pro
gram vitally important to the well-being of
the excellence which is synonymous with
her name. To enhance the learning environ
ment and to improve its financial stability
is the thrust of Pacific's campaign FOR A
GREATER PACIFIC.
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matter/ of fact
Law Seminar

News
An open Forum on the
Long Range Plans of the
University will be conducted
by Academic vice-President
Cliff Hand on Wednesday, .
May 7 at 4 p.m. in the Gold
Room.

College students interested in
law school will have a chance
to preview thier career field
this
summer
at
UOP's
McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento.
A pre-law seminar is planned
as a six-week program from
June 16 to July 25, primarily
for students who have com
pleted their junior year of
college.
The program, believed to be
the only one of its kind in the
Western U.S., has already
drawn interest from students
in 36 states. McGeorge of
ficials believe the only similar
program in the nation is at
Cornell University in New
York.

Students tor Bush
A group of students calling
themselves STUDENTS FOR
BUSH have formed a commit
tee to help further the cam
paign efforts of GOP conten
der George Bush. The com
mittee intends to provide
materials, register voters,- and
canvass the campus in the
hopes of recruiting other Bush
supporters.
Anyone interested in further
information about George
Bush should contact Mona
Lisa Maxwell at 477-4973; or
write; GEORGE BUSH FOR
PRESIDENT,
1
Maritime
Plaza, Suite 650, San Fran
cisco, 94111, attn. Tony Peet.

Winter term abroad
A number of Departments are
planning courses abroad for
the Winter Term 1981, and
some of the plans are far
enough advanced to be ten
tatively announced.
The
following list is only partial
and still subject to final ap
proval. The definitive listing
will be ready in October. For
further information consult
the professor offering the

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN
EAST AFRICA, Dept. of
Biology, Prof. Richard Tenaza

Expectant mothers are wanted
for a research project at UOP.
Dudley Blake, a graduate
student in psychology, is doing
the study involving women
expecting their first child.
Planned to help the women
learn to have a rewarding
learning relationship with
their child, the program con
sists of six hours of training at
the university and 12 hours of
experience with children at a
day care center.
"In addition to learning
valuable strategies for interac
ting with young children," ex
plained Blake, "the expectant
mothers who participate will
receive a $50 savings bond for
the child."
Dr. Kenneth L. Beauchamp, a
psychology professor at UOP
and Blake's advisor, added,
"This is an opportunity for the
to
get
valuable
mother
training at no charge to her."
The program will begin in
May, and those who are in
terested should contact Blake
at 465-08 J6 or 946-2132.

Cultural Forms: Austria ano
England, Dept. of Drama,
Prof. Sv Kahn

International
Relations
of
Mexico, Elbert Covell, Prof.
Clark Shimeall
An internship in Hermosillo,
Mexico involving a variety of
fields
highlighting
social,
political, or cultural relations
between Mexico and the
United States. Limited to 10
students.
Sonora Schools and Com
munities,
Elbert
Covell
College, Prof. Clark Shimeall
Involvement
as
adjunct
teachers
in
Bilingual
Education classes and E.S.L.
classes at various educational
institutions. Mainly teaching,
but the possibility exists of
participation in seminars and
workshops.
Term paper
required.
Limited to 10
students.

Probably more than half the
audiences who will be seeing
"Private Lives," now on stage
at Stockton Civic Theatre, will
not be seeing it for the first
time.
The Noel Coward
uproar has been acted so con
tinually and frequently ever
since its first success in 1931
that it would be hard to find
many theatregoers past thirty
who haven't seen it at least
once, and many have seen it
more often.
Performances on Fridays and
Saturdays at 8:30 p.m. will
continue until May 17, and
there will be a Sunday
Matinee on May 11 at 2:30
p.m., plus a Thursday evening
performance at 8:30 p.m. on
May 15.
Adult tickets are $5.00 on
weekends and $4.00 on Sun
day and Thursday. For reser
vations, call the Box Office at
463-6813 at any time, day or
night. Tickets will be held un
til 8:15 p.m. Student rush
tickets at $1.00 will be
available at 8:25 p.m. for any
seats not sold at that time.

Sports

Dr Rich Tenaza will be teaching his Winter Term comm in
Dr. men xena
Tanuary. The course, entitled Anunal
Behavior h^East Africa," wiU involve a 24-day safari toob.
Behavior in £
African animals in their natura
hSaK
A°eas vS will include Tsavo AmboseliftJ,.
vr
'am
Masai
Mara/Serengeti
Plains,
Lake
Nakuru/Creat Rift Valley and the Aberdare Mountain,.
Recommended for non-majors as well as majors. For further
infArmation or to sign up for the class contact Dr. Tenaza (CR
213/CR 227. 946-2182). A 13-day safari for this summer is
also planned.

Art Exhibit
The UOP art department will
be sponsoring the BFA Studio
Art Exhibition from May 114. -Various UOP student ar
tists works will be on display.
For further information call
946-2242.

The annual Senior Studio
Exhibition by students at the
UOP Art Department is
scheduled for May 3-17 in the
University Center Gallery.
Approximately 40 pieces by
idents will
four graduating stuc
be on display in the exhibition,
which is titled "Design '80."
Included will be work in the
area of advertising, plus
fashion design, concept design
and graphic design.
The four students are Joan
Holsinger
of
Corvallis,
Oregon, Ed Gelacio of Rich
mond, Kim Machamer of Oak
View and Audrey Umeda of
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Hours for the exhibition,
which will be open to the
public without charge, will be
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays.
There will be a reception and
awards presentation on Satur
day, May 17, from 1 to 3 p.m.,
which follows commencement
exercises_at College o_iPaQific.
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25-50% off sale
Sportswear 50 % off

Men's Tennis
Monday May 5 PCAA Cham
pionships at Long Beach - all
day
Tuesday,
May
6
PCAA
Championships at Long Beach
- all dav

Tricot Nylon Short, liner and pocket
Sale $4.95
Soccer Short w/3 stripes
Sale $2.95
Soccer Socks
Sale $2.95
Anklet Socks
Sale $1.50
Frank Shorter Rainsuits
Sale $51.95
Frank Shorter Gortex
Sale $71.95
Guts Rainsuit
Sale $45.95

For up-to-date
calendar of sports

Reg. $10
"eg. $6
Keg-

'4

Reg. $3
Reg. $64.95
Reg- $89.95
Reg- $56.95
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Tiger Monteral II
Sale $24.95
Brooks Johnny Walker
Sale $27.95
New Balance 620
Sale $39.95
Nike Vainquers
Sale $29.95

trex 2472.

Helene,
Tried this last week but...Happy Belated
Birthday from a good but often absent minded
pal. That bottle of wine is way over due. Only
15 more days left. Let's hitch a ride in the turbo-pinto to the foothills and drink it.
Kenny

V*.

May 1-10

Reg. $34.95
Reg. $34.95
Reg. $51.95
Reg. $39.95

Nike Fly
Sale $19.95
Nike Sprint Sister
Sale $19.95
Shoe Patch
Sale $2.75

Reg. $25.95
Reg. $25.95
Reg. $3.95
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All purchasers will receive a coupon for $5 off on a shoe resole
and a FLEET FEET key pocket.
We also carry clothes by Dolfiu, New Balance, Etonic, Addidas,
Saucony. Converse, Nike,
FLEET FEET - 4709 Quail Lakes Dr. Stockton - 957-5646
Hours - Mon-Thurs.i. 10-6, Friday 10-8,!
10-8, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-4
ply Last
While Supply

(St>J I

Announcement of Vacancy
Admissions Counselor
University of the Pacific
Deadline for applications-May 15
Job begins August 1.
Contact: Stephanie Wilson-Li.skv.ych
Assistant Director of Admissions

What isa

946-2211

2381 March Lane Telephone 982-4422

BiikenstDck?

(restaurant employees get happy hour prices)

^ywhere! A little bit clc
anJ°se, Stanford, UCLA.

Tuesday night - sadie hawkins (ladies night)
Wednesday night - rock and roll (75c beers)
Thursday night - mixer night(blended drinks $1)
Happf Hoar—3:00-6:30 P.M.

Big Band Sounds, Hors d'oeuvres
75c Beer & Wine, 95c Well Drinks
Margaritas $1.50

on campus/Dff campus
college work-study

Lightweight, flexible cork footbed forms to your foot.
Toe grip gives toes
beneficial exercise.

Front rim
for protection

Naturally designed
arch supports your foot. Molded heelcup
i
for balance.

Lined with
velour leather for
luxury and comfort.

Soft, durable sole
aids shock absorption.

Two footbed widths.
Adjustable tops to fit
foot properly-

Inquire at the Office of Financial Aid
946-2421
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Monday night - restaurant employee night

Island Marine Biology, jointly'
offered by Depts. of Biology,
Physical
Education
and
Recreation.
Profs.
Funkhauser,
Sutton,
and
Wright
Scuba diving and island ex
ploration in the Caribbean
area for the purpose of
studying the animal life on
land and in the sea. Scuba
certification offered if the
student does not have it. Ap
proximately
two
weeks'
preparation for departure and
two weeks in the Caribbean.
Extensive pool hours before
departure and daily lectures in
Biology.
For majors and
nonmajors.
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Thursday, May 8 Softball
Regionals at Sacramento

BPPflflflNONDAS

Bill Graham in association
with
KSJO
present
Ted
Nugent and Scorpions on
Friday, May 23rd at 8:00 pm,
at the Cow Palace. Tickets for
the show are $9.50 advance,
$ 11 day of show, and are
available at all BASS outlets.
For more information call,
415/TELETIX, 408/297-7752
or 916/962-0314. To charge
tickets by phone call, 415/8354342 or 408/297-7752.
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Softball
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Bill Graham Concert
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athletic dept., cenSenior Art ExhiW*;
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Expectantpothers

A 24-day Kenya safari to
study the behavior of East
African animals in their
natural habitats.
Tsavo
National Park, Amboseli/Mt.
Kilimanjaro,
Masai
Mara/Serengeti Plains, etc.
Recommended for nonmajors
as well as majors. Cost, ap
proximately $2,275.

Students will travel to Vienna
and attend Viennese opera
and
theatre,
galleries,
museums,
etc.
for
ap
proximately 10 days.
In
~
England' the principal
rincipal activ
activity
will be attendance at London
theatres, plus an excursion to
Stratford-on-Avon. Free time
for explorations and indepen
dent activities.
Cost, ap
proximately $2,000.

Noel Coward Classic
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-TWh' yes_fcurity ^nd I don't mean the campus CODS)
That special sense often seems to be the clincher in a
decision to stay. Whether that very persona reasonTs a
good one or not, only the individual can judge If "here
was a particular program somewhere wh ch thatperson
passed up, though, he or she might later regret nosing
50 3 W'th tHe Practical in his °r her choice to
r^rTn
remain. "
And a Particualr program elsewhere seems the only
reason to transfer schools unless one is simply unhappyand then a change is surely in order. For as tennis great
Pancho Gonzales says: "Always change a losing game,"
and being unhappy in college (amongst the "best years in
our lives so we re told) is surely a losing proposition.
Pancho tosses a twist into that shot of his, though,
when he adds, "...but never change a winning one."
There s the rub.
So often at UOP, people leave expecting to find gold
at the end of some other college's rainbow. They con
sider the proverbial pot at UOP to contain-maybesilver , at best, (and no paraquat jokes, please)
-This place is too small. For some, it may be too
large.
-The professors don't have Novel Laureates.
-Some facilities are downright embarassing.
-It's too damn expensive.
-UOP's intellectual atmosphere rivals none but
Disneyland's. In fact, this place is Disneyland, no-it's a
damn club (as in the "let's bag-UOP-as-a-school-andmake-it-into-a-club-"type sentiment).

All this can be rather frustrating to a new or continuring student who didn't come here for any particular
program, but just because UOP looked (underline the
"bricks and ivy" in "it looked") like a neat place for
study.
To that frustrated UOP student, sounds like "Stan
ford," "Berkeley," "Ucla," and "Use," bring music to his
ears: "Ah!" he numms, "If I could only to to one schools-maybe then I'd find true enlightenmentl"
Maybe so, my idealistic friend. Maybe a larger
campus, the professors' names, and the latest equipment
will help you learn things better. But whatever you'd be
learning there, it's nothing that you couldn't learn
anywhere else-for even a big-name campus can't change
the realms of knowledge (and any pioneering project you
might miss out on will be eventually availabel amongst
the hundreds of published academic journals).
But the "atmosphere" will be better somewhere else,
you say. There might be more academic pressures
somewhere else, certainly, but if you're looking for an in
tellectual haven-I'm afraid those don't exist anymore.
Yes-they even party hardy down at Stanford (the parties
are just bigger and they neverrun out of Seagram's); less
of an "intellectual atmosphere" is apparent everywhere
nowadays, its just the current mood. (This follows, me
thinks, from the shift of students-at-large to the practical,
career-oriented skills and away from the serious study of
the liberal arts)
Anyway, back to the "winning game" concept. It
gets down to this: if you're enjoying yourself here, if you
enjoy your lifestyle here, if there's no special program
elsewhere and transferring would only taking the same
classes somewhere else which you would take here-why
go?" I mean, why leave something that you like to simply
search, with stars in your eyes, for a better rainbow?
Time to transfer subjects. As this is the last issue, my
thanks are now due to Susan P. for asking me to write a
column (though I'm still not sure what I was supposed to
write about), and to the rest of the gang for being great to
work with whenever I'd visit the P'can offices. Thanks
especially to Sue K. (a real doll), to Gavin (a real Ander
son tan), and to Ken W. (who's real, believe it or not).
Good luck to Pat next year; if he's as great at editorin-chief as he was at entertainment, we're in good shape.
I think I'd like to do a column for you, Pat, if you'll have
me. After interning in D.C. on the Hill this summer, it
might be fun to come back with columns summarizing
and interpreting world affairs called, "In A Nutshell."
That's all. Have a great weekend, good luck on those
impending exams, and see
you
next
fall.
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Well, mis is it. The last column; quite possibly the last column ever.
There were so many things I wanted to say that I never had a chance to.
like: Hi Mom, Hi Dad, Hi kids, Hi Courtenay.
No, seriously there is one thing that really sticks out in my mind thn.
does need to be set straight: that is the story of Alpha Phi Alpha. Alpha
Phi Alpha appeared in this column once early in the semester when I at
tempted to spotlight the black social fraternities and sororities. Unfor
tunately, they were not really done justice-so we will start all over now
tell you about them.
Alpha Phi Alpha became active on the UOP campus in 1978. The
seven founding members are refered to as jewels .
Nationally, the fraternity strives toward unity for all peoples and the
betterment of society, with special emphasis on scholastic achievement.
Although Alpha Phi Alpha's membership at UOP is strictly black in
talking with Rhone Lee, the vice-president, the point was brought up that
Alpha Phi Alpha is not only for black men. Their rush program is non
discriminatory and nationally there are active members of other races.
APA te a small chapter compared to some of the otto fratemiMes on
campus but it is quite well known through out the
"e
chapters all over! They are present in Africa, lahiti, Europe,
everywhere! A little bit closer to home they can be found at UCD, CSU,
San jose, Stanford, UCLA, USC...

•» , i »i
r»n a hasketball tournament involving
This past week the Alphaspu
^ of this tournament was of
all the sororities and f r^ermti^.
^^
raise money for the
course to have fun and unite the
Vincent Orange explained the.
House ol Alpha Fund Drive. J'ffaTuOP wttW,a 'house' of
Alpha Phi Alpha is the only socia
_ Y reme(j this situation. They
•».- it could

...with a^loHanr^ monies they might make.

Their next event will be the Pearl Conference Weekend on Friday
evening May 2nd through Saturday evening May 3rd. All of the nearby
chapters of Alpha Phi Alpha are invited as is the general public of UOP,
to this eventful weekend. Some of the highlights of this are: a dance
Friday evening, APA Guest Speakers on Education and The Future of
the Fraternity on Saturday ana another dance (this one including a lamb
chop dinner) on Saturday evening. Tickets are available from all of the
members and the Alpha Angels (little sisters) at $15.00 a piece or $25.00
a couple for the weekend.
One I radition that many people don't understand is that of a pinning
eng i rment ceremony. A pinning is like a promise to bjecome
engaged. The ceremony announcing this turn of events is generally helc
at a dress (formal) dinner at the respective houses. For most sororities al
ter dinner the hashers (the men who help in the kitchen) come out with a
flower arrangement that has a lit candle in the middle.
I hi:
•ii • mgement is passed around the room once, on the second time arounc
the pinned or engaged woman blows it out. 1hen, her intended comes
into the room with or without fraternity brothers depending on whether
or not he has any fraternity brothers.
On the same night at the man's fraternity there is usually a dressl
dinner. At the end of this dinner one of the brothers will stand and read!
a short lymric. The contents of this lymric vary with the house, some I
contain clues as to the couple's identities and some simply bring up I
/.arious couples for consideration. At the culmination of this poem his I
identity is revealed and many congratulations are given. They would I
hen proceed over to tne woman's residence for complete|
. ongratulations to the couple.
And there you have it-now devoid of all mvster1 lasla luego, au revoir, or see you later, alligator!
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At Alpine West
We Cover You
From Top to Bottom
For the top:
RayBan Sunglasses
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Reg$32.00 NOW $16.00

For the bottom;

Sportif Stretch Shorts

_

$2.00 off with this ad
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CRIME BEAT
Crime Summary «
April 22 to 29,1980
Tape Deck Thief Apprehended

«SS
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Alpine West
The top to bottom outdoor apeciallats

Venetian Square
Pershing & March Lane
957-4058

Thanks to the alertness of two students the theft of a tape deck from a car
parked on Chapel Lane was averted. On Friday evening at ap
proximately 11:00 PM two students were talking on the south side of
Grace Covell. They saw a suspicious juvenile loitering around some of
the parked cars on Chapel Lane. They watched him for some time to
confirm their suspicions that he didn't have any legitimate business on
campus and then drove to the Campus Police station to report his ac
tions. By the time we arrived he had unlocked the car and was apparen
tly working on the tape deck. After a short foot chase we apprehended
him and placed him under arrest. We were also able to identify two
other juveniles that were with him although we didn't have sufficient
evidence to arrest them.
Once again it was a student witness that prevented a crime.
It only took them a few extra minutes to report the incident, but those
few minutes saved a fellow student from losing his tape deck.
purse thefts
We have had three more purse thefts this week. On Wednesday a wallet
was taken from the Conservatory between 2:00 PM and 3:00 PM.
The wallet, without money, was found in the restroom of the Lucky's
store just south of campus.
On the same day between 3:00 PM and 11:00 PM a wallet was taken
from a purse in Anderson Dance Studio. This wallet was found in the
men's room of Knoles Hall without money.
At noon on Tuesday a wallet was taken from the purse of a student while
she was in the library. Apparently someone has discovered that it is
relatively easy to make a few extra dollars by stealing from purses that
are left unattended. Keep an eye on your purse and anyone that is
loitering around areas where students tend to leave their books and pur
ses unattended.
Stolen Vehicles
We had two vehicles stolen from the campus. A Moped was taken from
the area of University Center on Friday evening at about 8:30 PM and a
pick-us truck was taken from the north side of Price House Saturday
night or Sunday morning. The Moped was recovered in the parking lot
behind Fraternity Circle. This theft was more than likely a student
prank. The pick-us truck was recovered approximately 10 blocks south
of campus where it was left when it had a flat tire.
Tires Slashed
On Saturday evening at approximately 9:30 PM three vehicles parked in
the lot behind Fraternity Circle had their tires slashed. A possible
suspect was seen. He is described as a white male, early 20 s, 5-11, 190
pounds, dard hair with a muscular build, wearing cream jogging shorts
and no shirt. Approximate damage was $650,000.

Summer Is Sometime Special
at the
UNIVERSITY
OF THE
PACIFIC
55th Summer Session, 1980
May 19 - June 6
June 9 - July 11
July 14 - Aug. 15

Intersession
First Session
Second Session

For a detailed schedule call 946-2424 ^Hkd me a detailed schedule of
day or night, or return this coupon UOP's Special Summer Programs.
to:

Summer Sessions
UOP
Stockton, CA 95211

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

May 5, 1 980

The Pacifican
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Elbert Covell's Alianza: "Next
Elbert Covell College is one of
the two remaining liberal ^arts
colleges on campus. It's goal is "...to
assist people in becoming EnglishSpanish Bilingual professionals."
Covell is unique in the sense that
it offers an American education in the
Spanish language to bilingual studen
ts whose career fields vary greatly.
According to President-elect
Mike Parks, Covell College's many
accomplishments have been constan
tly strewn aside. Parks adds that this
will be changed next year.
"We do not stand out as a group,
but next year we will be much more
visible on campus and stand out in
the eyes of the University." states

Parks with a certain eagerness in his
voice.
An education from Covell
College is vastly different than
traditional Latin American Studies
programs offered by a number of
other first-rate universities and much
broader than the Spanish majors of
fered througout the world.
When asked what plans have
been- made in an effort to accomplish
their goal of becoming something
special on campus neither Parks nor
Hehir knew exactly where to start.
As a first step in achieving their
goals, Covell recently held elections
to choose their new "junta directiva"
(governing body) to represent the

year w e will be more
r allcT^W"dF«ur

AU-ianZt
Estudeintil"
(Student the pride and concern Covell students
Alliance). These newly elected of- have in their school.
, ficers will be overseers of Covell's ac
Some short-term goals planned
tivities.
by Alianza Estudinatil consist of ac
"Junta Directiva" consists of the
tivities which have long been a part
following officers for next fall: Mike
of Covell's traditions.
Parks, president; Liz Hehir, viceOne such activity is the Fresh
president, Alma Almanza, treasurerman Festival. Its format is like that
Nancy Wayne, secretary; Geri Gibas
of a talent show. This allows the in
secretary of public relations; Renee
coming Freshmen to get to know the
Smith, secretary of culture; Marta . upperclassmen and faculty and start
Olds, secretary of education; Ted
on a happy note.
Gibbings, president of the courtThen there is the Spring Festival,
Denyse Caven and Kelly Coulter
which is much like the Freshman
senators.
Festial, except that the Spring
It should also be noted here that
Festival is held in the Spring,
over 50 per cent of Covell's student
naturally.
body turned out to vote evidencing of
Also planned for next year are

visible."

Coveliaris, so students outside C0Vp
were placed in some rooms.
What the Alianza Estudiant
-Riese^oruoishave played a big part
hopes
to do is to change Casa JackSo
in keeping UOP students informed on
Various cultural differences and into one co-ed dorm for Covel
students, yet leave the option f0
specific problems of Latin America.
Covell further would like to have women to live in Jessie Ballantyne
This will keep the students CL
more students working directly with
and united yet also broaden thej
ASUOP and other departments.
Perhaps the biggest goal ahead of chances of enriching their experjer
Parks and the rest of the junta direc ces.
As evidenced by their plans fc
tiva involves working with the ottice
fall, Parks, Hehir and the rest of th
°fStS pas,, Covell s.ud»n,Swer. junta directiva and students hav
required as Freshmen to live in either much to strive for next year. \yit
Casa Jackson (for the males) or Jess e the pride and eagerness these student
Ballantyne (for the females). But due hold, many giant steps can truly b
to a decrease in enrollment the dorms expected next from Elbert Covel
no longer were being^filled^j^ CollegesstudentTrody^^^^^^

COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
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Wednesday, May 14
,
„ .
5 - 6 p.m. - Wine and cheese reception for graduates, Presidents
home
Friday, May 16
. _.
,
4:30 p.m. - All-University Chapel Service, Morris Chapel
7:30 p.m.-All-University Convocation, Knoles Lawn
Graduate and "All-University" degrees will be awarded at this time.
Members of the faculty and degree candidates will form the
academic procession. Degree candidates (including those of University Without Walls and the Intercollege Bachelor Degree) will assem
ble at 6:45 p.m. in the first floor of Weber Hall. The faculty will
assemble at 7p.m. at the north door of Knoles Hall.
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Saturday, May 1 7
9 a.m. - College of the Pacific, Knoles Lawn
Graduates assemble at 8:1 5 a.m. between Weber and Grace Covell
Halls. Faculty assemble at 8:30 a.m. at the north end of Knoles Hall.
3 p.m. - Raymond-Callison College, Long Theatre
Faculty assemble at 2:3; p.m. at the south courtyard of Long
Theatre.
7:30 p.m. - Conservatory of Music, Conservatory
Graduates assemble at the northwest corner of the Conservatory at
6:45 p.m. Faculty assemble at 7 p.m. at the southwest corner of
the Conservatory.
Sunday, May 1 8
8:30 a.m. - School of Business and Public Administration, Knoles
Lawn. Graduates assemble at 7:45 a.m. on the street between
Weber and Grace Covell Halls.
10:30 a.m. - Elbert Covell College, Long Theatre
Graduates assemble at 9:45 a.m. in the south courtyard.
Faculty assemble in the south courtyard at 10 a.m.
11:30 a.m. - School of Engineering Ceremony, Conservatory
Graduates and faculty assemble at the south side of the Conser
vatory following the luncheon.
3:30 p.m. - School of education, Conservatory of Music
Graduates assemble at 2:30 p.m. on the north side of the Conser
vatory. Faculty assemble at 3 p.m. on the south side of the Conser
vatory.

A final editor's note
Graduation. Not a particularly unique,
earth-shattering event, overall. UOP has seen
in the neighborhood of 125
years of
graduations, with speeches from President's,
Deans, valedictorians, and student represen
tatives. Everyone is sentimental with optimistic
words of wisdom (hopefully) about the years
ahead.
In one single edition we at the Pacifican
have decided to come up with the most unique,
profound, unheard-of memorable, astounding,
deep, and insightful, observations ever made.
Ta da.
So we sit. Certainly we five editors and our
assorted staff members (I'll get back to this
later) have something to say that no one - not
even since the founding of the first university in
the Middle Ages - has ever though of.
We, of course, have the ability to make this
"sentimental but not trite." We aren't going to
waste our time, with the typical sugary
farewells, because we want to be different.
But the truth is, that since the first
graduating class, whenever that may have

been, the sentimental reflections of the wonder
ful, though difficult years past, the feeling of
loss, the uncertainties about the future have
been quite similar among graduates. All the
yearbooks, campus newspapers, and final
classroom essays dedicated to such sentimental
reflections might then indicate the need to
share, somehow, those feelings because there
are, I think, few, if any, feelings that we all
share so intensely throughout our years
together, as these.
And so I arrive at the conclusion that I am
not going to be inspired by a thunderbolt from
heaven, (nor from one of the North Hall pigeons
which flit in and out of our attic office,) with
"The Unthought-of thought."
Instead, I
reminisce, with my friends, of the first day in a •
too-hot, too-crowded, too-ugly dorm room, and
the way we wandered through the hallways,
from room-to-room checking out the potential
friends, but not comprehending the effect that
the people, the classes, the parties, (the Pacific
Experience) would have. _
_ And here we are. Different perspectives

Ken Wornick

It was in high school when I was first lear
ning how to drink. It took only a few hangovers
to realize that beer, brandy, and tequila do not
mix. It was my father who first advised me to
drink Scotch. Passing on his ye^rs of drinking
experience, he said that Scotch goes a little
easier through the system. I've noticed that he
follows his own words of wisdom religiously
On rare occasions, however, he made an excep
tion to the rule. This exception usually marked
some monumental moment in his life. When
there was something of great importance on his
mind he drank Martinis. Next week, I expect
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my pop to be injesting Martinis at an alarming
rate. He may, in fact, switch to hard drugs as I
approach the podium for my diploma. In fact,
I wouldn't doubt if my dad hasn't hired a com
plete fireworks display to go along with the oc
casion.
I've written this column a hundred dif
ferent ways trying to avoid a blase review of
beautiful Pacific. But there is just no way
around it. You see for all the joking and
negative vibes' I have tossed on this page, I just
can t (try as I might) knock this place on the
way out. Thinking back leaves me only a little

blending into a common sense of (excuse such
trite words, but...) growth, change, and finally,
almost after-the-fact, togetherness.
And still, I cannot address you all. How I
would love to write to each one of you, here in
this paper which has consumed so much of me.
And would that everyone could have a
newspaper to dedicate to their friends, their
reminiscing, their hopes for the future. So
without the words, let me silently do this.
And yet I must cheat a little, because I can
not put this last edition to bed without a word
to the people who are The Pacifican. I'd like to
have a 20-page paper with articles typed in 60point bold dedicated to each and every member
of this staff. As it is, I can't even make a list.
But I do dedicate a sentence with indescribable
gratitude, respect, admiration, and affection to
"Su-Su," who was in title, the Managing
Editor, and in "reality" (whatever that may be)
so much more - though she never recieved the
credit she deserved for being in actuality, the
co-Editor-in-Chief and the easiest to get along
with, most dependable (well, up there with

bit-sorry that it is all over. UOP as a university
has a lot to offer regardless of cost (I wrote that
with a gulp). The faculty is the greatest asset! I
don't just say that because I have not finished
all my finals yet. Really, it is quite the truth.
Yes there are some weak departments but the
good out weigh the bad by a large margin. For
those of you who are not graduating and like
this place, do not fret. When the time comes for
you to leave, it will seem quite appropriate.
Just a little bit of melancholy comes along in the
bargain. Great friendships are a rare thing and
little UOP does a good job of helping us find
them. Weep Weep. O.K. O.K. I'm fine just
fine.
I can remember a few humorous moments
back there in the haze. When I was freshman, I
applied to be an R.A. During one if the inter
view sessions I brought a backpack full of books
to give the impression that I was a good student.
In fact I was close to being on probation at the
time. Since then, those of you who know me

Karen, anyway) editor to come along in i
time. I take liberty with one more senteri
Patrick, Kay, Kenny, Kathi, and Gregg,ui
of whom I cherish and love as family, and
that has been shared among and betwe
over the months.
I justify those preceding sentences o
sonal sentiment only by saying that anyom
felt like spending their sunny afternoons,
nights, class time, and sleep time witl
bizarre, but somehow well-matched g
could have, - amd for those of you who
Cheers.
This is it, then. The final edition, the
week, and for the graduates, the final year
will go our many directions, and for all o
close moments, and promises to keep inU
we will drift apart. But we do touch each i
in some way, and thus become a little pad <
e other. That too, is a trite and sentitni
reflection.
So it goes.
Have a great
everyone.
Susan Pillow
Editor-in-Chief

may recall that my grades have improved
dramatically. I know many of you expected me
to be valedictorian and give the graduation
speech on Saturday. I'm just waiting for Stan
to call me. Hello Stan. Hello. Hello
This space will open next year for any
death-seeking
comrade
who wishes to
pulverize, shatter, and generally demolish their
brains (and the brains of the readers) on a
weekly basis. Figure that one out, or skip itlf
you prefer.
So here for all posterity are the final words
that will mark the year of 1980 at University of
the Papific: You really can help keep y°ur
phone costs down just by looking up the numA^d ^ ^°Ur P^one book whenever possibleI can t feel this way much longer
expecting to survive
with all these hidden innuendos
just waiting to arrive
See you next

